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Attorney fliarles_G.unati objected to .
. the dcfcnsc:•s request. s:t}ing that FJ.Shcr •.
woold
be a risk to the public; ;
·
for sexual·assault
· "He's a dmgcr to the public :nd to
Katie Davis & Burke Wasson
the children of Williamson County;
Daily Egyptian
. G.unati said to Wilson.
A former stepchild ofFJ.Shcr testified during the scntcnciitg 'bearing
Hcruy FJ.Sher, one of the largest
that she had been molested three to
. property owners in ~ was
•sentenced Wednesday to scm: 12
four times while her mother was datycirs in the Illinois Dcp:utment of
ing FJ.Shcr 25 >= ago. She said she j_
remained silent until mi: }"Cars ago ..
Corrections for the 2001 scrual assault
ofa U-ycir-old girt
·
when she told her husband. She filed
FJ.Shci, owner of Home Rmttls,
an official police rrport in 2002
was found guilty three months ago by
Garnati asked that F.ISher be gi"en
a Williamson County jury of prcdathe mmmum sentence. of JO }"Cars .
toiy criminal scrual assault of a child.
because he was a risk to the public.
Sentencing was originallysla~ forJuly
· "This man is a scrual prcdatort
2, but defense attorneys \Im: gr.in~
Garnati said. ·"He preys on those
a amtimuncc to file a motion for a
wcala:r than he."
mistrial, which was dcrued Wednesday ·
· Although F.ISher was am:stcd in
morning.
l\larch 2001 the matter did not go to
FJ.Shcr's attorneys filed for a mistrial
trial until May of this ycir. Repeated
based on information that an unidenti. motions by his defense :..ttomcys
. 6ed juror had
the end of a newspushed the trial back.
CISt rch~ to the case and mentioned
Gamati rcid a letter of impact to
· it during jury dcli"bcrations. Judge
the court fiom the now 14-ycar-old
Willi:un H. Wilson found the infor,ictim, informing the courtroom how
mation did not impact the jwy'rn:rdict .
her life has changed in the three>=
since she was molested.
·
and chose to move on to sentencing.
Fisher's
attorneys,
\Villi:un
·.
· -, .
·
~,
.
ANTHONY SOu,.,.~ - OAJLV EGYPTIAN
"Thn:c >= ago, my life and those
Schroeder, Richard E. \ Vhite and Longtiiri"e .Carbondale landlo·,d. Henry Fisher glances back· minutes before he was .sentenced .of C\'Cl)'t'llC who lm,:d me changed
Randy Patchett, refused to comment Wednesday at the Williamson County Courthouse to·se.ve 12 years in prison. Fisher was found g•Jilty fomi:r; G.unati read. . .
on the p~p:ct of an appeal, though . of predatory criminal SeJCUal assault of a ~hild by a WiUiamson County jury in May.
"I want him to get the m:mmum
Patchett said during dosing :ugumcn!l
30)=·
before sentencing that FJ.Shcr maintains an additional $100 mandatoty fee for aiso has to. un~ ·filV testing and . Patchett tried to persuade Wilson
his innoccr.cc.
scrual as.sault. . . . . ,
' . submita DNA sample: '.
.
by s:iying that FJ.Shcr has an cxtcnmi: &p<;rtrr Katie Da-r:is he rt~d at
\ Vilson told r15her diat he must . '..:"""· ;Wilson instructed FJ.Sher to register
Fisher's dcfcnsc: attorneys asked f.unily connection in the area," is a ~
kdms@dailyq~-ptian.com
sen,: 85 pc:rccnt of the U·)= sen- ·::zs:i:scxolfendcrforthercstofhislifcin if the fines and CDS1s handed out to long resident of Southern Illinois and is
&portrr Buru Wasson
tcncc, making him cligilile for p.irole ~ \\ith l\fegan', µw, which . Fisher could be tikcn out of his origi- one of the least "flight risk• clients he
.
can 6e mzdxd at ·
in a little more than 10 years. Wilson ·rc:quircs:all sex off.:ndcrs to'list their nal $10,000 bond. Wilson ultimatdy has represented.
Willi:unson
County ·state's
· bwa.sson@dailycgyptian.com
also fined FJ.Shcr $10,000 as well as ·amri:t ~ in a ~te n:gistty. He · dcrued the dcfcnsc:'s request.
Fisher senten'ced ·

=
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Thre_e vehicl¢~• burglarized
Retirement· ntimbers
Qn campus _ i~· less than 24 hours remain stagnant·
All

NO c_'_ hailg'e two

three thefts

tr.J.th,: assistant in Human Rcsourccs.
"Our numbers h:ni: been up the
mori th~ after
past nvo or three>= in fact." Martin
· ·•
said. "Sometimes it has to do \\ith
,~ Chancel,or.'s e~mail
legislation. 1.ast
the '30-and-Out'
•
became :n-:iilablc. ·so a lot of people •
. Valerie N. Do~nals . .
.. went then."
Daily Egyptian
The ":JO.and-Out program idas
.
_.
• , . . to state lcgislation diat2llowcd "cligible
Feni:r Univcsity cmplO)"CCS ha\,:. tcachCIS ,and sttte cm;,!O),:cs with at
~ for rctircmcnt this )"Car. than in .least 30 JCUS on the job to opt for full
2002, despite Chancellor Wcndkr's iain:ment,ntherthan'Miting35:>=suggcstion for cmplo)= to consider ·. Wendler said ·the_ intent of-the:
the option of retirement to help a!bi- - 'memo ,v.is to get cmplO),:cs to simply •.
ate budget shottf.ills.
.
consider _their options in romparison 'ID,.
Chancellor Wendler sentout e-mail the imp;icts ofbudget shottf.ills.
,
earlyinjunetoallcmplo),:cscligiblcfor , "We did a pn:limin:uy study _and ,
rctircmcnt. At the time, he said retirees found out there were hundreds of
could be a possil,le altcmatni: to layoffs people eligible to retire,• Wendler said.• , .,-f'due to the 8.25 pcr=t budget ·cut "\Ve thought they might w.mt to)ook · ';' ·
the Unh-cmty was handed from state to see what the bcncfi!l might be to
· appropriations.
them to consider n:tircment.~ · · . . : ''
Earlier this month, the Unh-cmty
The . Department :of Human-, :
rescinded 40 of the original 82 byofis ~ hosted a financial planning
bcc:ausc of rctiicncnt and attrition.
won-shop that CD\i:red sevml .topics,
Of the 5,000 cmplO)'CCS at SIUC, including a seminar outlining the pmiOO were eligible, but only 116 ofthose cesscs for rctircmcnt and what happens•
chose to retire.. A rctircmcnt banquet afiaward. Acrording to Martin, mi:r
to be held Aug. 27 :will honor those 100 people attended.
cmplo)"CCS who ha\,: retired bcmi:en
• "ItwasjustwhatwenccdcdtoSCl\'C
Aug. 1,2002andJuly31,2003. ·
_our cmp!O)"CCS well," Wendler said.
The_ rrumbcr is down slightly fioni ·.· 'The. idea of prc,viding people insight
_the 119 cmplo),:es who retired the }"Car' ·.:about.the rctircmcnt opticms :n-:iilable

involve car
stereo equipment

year

Burke Wasson
Daily Egyptian
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. , the
before
but is 5:iI1 up.• significantly fiom . to. ~~.
. .~like94 who retired m 2001. The num•; · pr.u:n~- •

bcr of retirees O\'Cf the
. Wendler sent the'
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, &farter Vakrie N. Don~als

ronsist1:nt.with previous ycirs, accord~.· . . . ... , • mnk.mzdxdat .. ~ . .. ,
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"8heck us out at our "8hildren's "8arniva1
Saturday, S\ugust 23, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
' sptce 'Wright <Early C8hlldbood ceenter
2600 Sunset (i)r.
,

·
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'Face painting, cgamas, ,Prizes,
'R,fraahments,
aanoons.
'J'o11r the raclllty and meet 011r
ci11allfl_ed caring atatr.

KIDS KORNER
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NEWS

NATlONAl NF\\'S

Deadline set in monument case
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) - Supporters of
Alabama Chief Justice Roy Moore gathered Wednesday for
a candlelight vigil, hoping to convince state and federal
leaders that his Ten Commandments monument should
not be removed from the state judicial building.
Nine pastors led about 30 worshippers from across the
1:~;~7j~d~~a~~d!~!~ a,.';~~:ifon~!~o~~e t~!t;~~~~nd
monument
· ·
Moore, who has said he will not follow the judge's
order lost two last-minute pleas for a stay.
Jus~: ~JtM~!;e~r~!u~~~~! ~ITve;~se~:f~!~~~ .
and Moore immediately asked the panel !:> reconsiJer.
Tuesday altemo:in, the appeals court turned him down
once more, sayir.g he had foiled to ask for a stay within
the legal time frame alter it ruled against him July 1.
Moore, who installed the monument two years a~o,
contends it repre.ents the moral foundation of Amencan
law and that a federal judge has no authority to make him
remove it
.·
The 11th Circuit earlier this year agreed with a ruling
by U5. District Judge Myron Thompson, who held the
monument violates the constitution's ban on government
promotion of religion.

Thompson has said he may fine the state about $5,000
a day if the monument is not removed by the end of the
day Wednesday. He has said it would be permissible for
the monument to be moved to a less pu61ic site, such as
Moore's olfae.

Taliban comment
prompts lawsuit
NEW YORK (AP) - An Egyptian woman is suing her
former employer, saying a co-worker at the kitchen design
company called her "Mrs. Taliban• and "Mrs. Osama bin
laden."
Alla Elmostehi's lawsuit, filed on her behalf by the
E..:iual Employment Opportunity Commission, charges that
0

~~:e~f.aanJd ~~~~fr :J•e~:~~e~o~~~i~~j ~o~teb~~g
harassed.
The lawsuit, filed in federal court,,alleges that a sales•
woman told Elmostehi she could •find alternate employ•
men! as a suicide bomber for Saddam Hussein.•

~~f:'J!s:~:.r:d

viol~t~"Ng l~~~~e~~d~l~~~!~iT
former employee.•
He told the New York Post that "the person who

th!~:seoire~i~~:J~eja~!~oe~~ah:~i~~~~;Je~!lnfirmed

1NTERNAT10NA1 NEWS

FBI: Iraqi military-type
explosives used in attack
BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) - Eltplosives used in the

!':r:;:~ ~~~=:i:i~tlie

~:o~~':~~f ~~ci:!a~~~~~~
FBI, which was testing human remains found Wednesday
around the blast site.
Agent Tom Fuentes - leader of the FBI probe into
Tuesday's attack - said investigators discovered the
remains while zearching a crater made by the explosit1n.
Investigators also took chemical samples and retrieved
vehicle parts in the crater, Fuentes said.

tli~1J~::~r~~:~~te. r

bel~;':;
:~~n~~~~rl~~-n~e
said components in the truck will be analyzed to deter·
mine whether the human remains match other human
remains that were found in the vehicle. Officials have not
determined conclusively that the bombing wa~ a suicide
attack.
·
.
Fuente~ also said pieces of items ma~ufactured in lhe

"Soviet-era• were found among the blast debris - frag• ·
ments from mortars, artillery shells, grenades and a 500pound bomb.
"This was not a homemade bomb." Fuentes said. At
least 17 people :.. including a high-ranking U.N. envoy
- were killed and 86 were wounded in the blast from an
explosives-laden cement truck. Four people were reported
missing. a U.N. official in Iraq said.
Fuentes said it would be difficult to trace the weapons.
Earlier Wednesday, U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan

~i~ ~t~~!~d!°n~i!::~ ~j,f~j:~!~-d or deterred"
The bombing was the single most deadly attack in Iraq
since the Bush administration declared an end to major
combat operations on May I.
At the Baghdad headquarters U.N. flags flew at hall•
·stall, and at U.N. world headquarters in New York, all
member nations' flags were taken down, leaving only the
large blue flag of the world body flyin~ at hall-staff.
At a news conference Wednesday in Stockholm,
Sweden, Annan expressed sadness for the deaths while
_ remaining resolute.
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Saturday

a.m. showers '94/63
Partly cloudy 83/60
Mostly sunny , 82/60
Sunny
84/63
Chance of rain 87/64

Sunday

Mostly sunny.

Monday
Tuesday

P01 JCE REPORTS

CORRECTIONS

•sz DOMESTICS
•sz "O" FACE SHOTS
• 5252

0" &.. JAGER BO
• s3 20oz BACARDI FLAVI ,
11

In the Back to Campus issue, in the restaurant guide, Big
Boys Q'n was omitted from the list The DAllY ECYl'llAN
regrets the error.
Readers who spot an error should contact the DAILY
EcYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311 ext 2S3.
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University
Criminal damage to state-supported property"occurred
at 12:35 a.m. Wednesday at the fourth floor hub lounge
of Schneider Hall. A 19-year-old female was taken to
·
Carbondale Memorial Hospital for injuries to her hand and
forearm alter she broke a window. She was treated and
released. The case has been referred to the Jackson County
State's Attorney's office for charges.
Daniel o. Corley, 19, of Carbondale was cited for public
urination at 1:11 a.m. Wednesday in Lot 45. Corley was
issued a Carbondale city pa~·-by-mail citation.
carbondale
An auto burglary occurred between 9 p.m. Monday and 6:
15 a.m. Tuesday in the 1100 block of East Walnut Street
One of the vehicle's windows was shattered, and a wallet
containing five credit cards and identification was discov•
ered missing from the rear seat.
A burglary occurred between 5:20 p.m. Monday and 7:5 1
a.m. Tuesday at Southern Gas Company, 1114 N. Marion
St An employee of the business reported that someone
had shattered the front window and stole computer and
office equipmenl Estimated loss is more than Sl,000.
There are no suspects at this time.
Antwan H. Bradsfield, 27, of Carbondale was arrested on
a Jackson County failure to appear warrant at 9:50 p.m.
Tuesday at a residence in the 300 block of South lake
Heights. Bradsfield was taken to the Jackson County Jail in
Murphysboro.
·
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Average low: 62
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SIU Cycling Club
Mountain bike group rides and instruction
· 5:30p.m.
_Carbondale Cycle Shop, 303 S. Illinois Ave.
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The DAILY EGYPTIAN, thestudcnt•runncwspaperofSIUC, is committed to being a truStedsourccof
· infoi;matio~, commentuy and public discourn: while helping readers understand the issues afi'~ting their lives.
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Grand Avenue,• U.S.
intersection opens

II

2003 • PACE 3

nc -is.over-

- Ill

The tra nc.·1nc n nm
S

II

SL

__"It \v:ts rally hard with the: road construe- inJanuarytowo~on the project.
,
tion; Long said. "Now that it's open, unlcss I
-. Construction at t!-.c: intersection will continue
gc:t caught by a train, it should be:_ pretty much :is the workers finish, but the \\orst is over.
casicr."
•·
The C3St lanc:s _on Grand ,\venue have bc:c:n
Jackie Keane
.· The:' Illinois. Depa.-tmcnt of T ransport.11ion P.U5hcd
to allow the cement that w:is recently
Daily Egyptian
has bc:c:n working with the Simonds Company · bid on the _str«t to set and dry. The workers arc
.
since the Ltst wcc:kofM•rch to make travd more· curmitly moving the dirt pile_ on the comer to
. ]Jic:·constructi_on _at Cr.and Avmuc and U.S.· · .c:ificicnt on the stretch of U.S. 51 between the across the sticct so the area b..comcs IC'.-d enough
51 riuy,!1<>t be: totilly.completc, but the intcrscc-•-. YM"Cl"Sity's Physical Plant and Mill Street. The: • to pour the sidcw:ilk. . _ . · _ ..• •·• .
tion is open to accvqu~ocbte ~ llWlf cm that: /~~truction C1>nipany bid mote than $3 milli_im -~ :· · Acm~ to l.abor worker Chris Ch2pnwt, ·.

=

the six I.tr.cs may~ Friday. He said the open~
ing the new Ltnc:s would be: nice for the workers,
too.
i · "It'll be: nice to have it done cause you're con·
fined to working close.to tr.iffic,• Chapman said.
Chapman said he rea:ivcd a few= from·
passerby tm"C!crs, acknowledging their appreciation of the intersection ooening. . : .:-

. '.~'.Rrportn-Jadri/~.krtmhtdal

~h°..:;.. - j k c t r e @ ~

_·

~E~t:O~'t?~o~~-;:_:C~mpan; 1,~
,yorkers ha\'e bc:c:n ,i~ng 'nine· ofmore hours ..
each d:iy to complete: constructfon, and Tuesday
·
afternoon' Carbondale: residents were finally
able: to c:xpcricncc the benefits of two weeks of
incom=icncc.
·
·
Dm-cn can now take ad\';mtigc: of the extra
bncs bc:twren U.S. 51 and the railroad tracks.
The new Gr.ind A\,:nue is now six bnes and has ·
a median to the west of railroad tracks. Theie are
now two left turn lanes, two right tum lanes and
two lane!' for oncoming castboond tr.iffic.
Tony Carton, · ., junior in Mechanical
Engineering is a Le\\is Park resident He said the ·
closed intersection was an incom=ience because
he had to ride his bike onto cimpus and take the
bridge across U.S. 51 rather than just riding down
Gr.indA\'cnue.
"It's ·about time: they had it open ;gain;
Carton said. "It should\-c bc:c:n done befor.c
C\"CIJone got down here."
While students may .l}a\'C bc:en inconve•
nicnccd for the first SC\'Cl'al · days of classes,
according to Glenn Poshard, the construction
was actually finished a month early. Poshard had
previously said the work done south of Gr.ind
j\\,:nue at the intcrscction of Lincoln Ori\,: was
completed a month ahead of schedule. So, Grand
A\·cnue construction was actually pushed fori\-ard
because that work was the next logical step of the
construction.
Tr.icy Long, a junior in Efomentary
Eduction, said the 10 minutes she had ~tween
her first cbss at the blue barracks ar.d her next
cbss at Pulliam forced her to walk through the--construction. She said that unless she w:is willing
to be: Ltte, there was no other \vay.

Natural ~election.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have to .
do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers. Then let nature take its course.
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NEWS

SIU graduate and
law School dean
Peter Alexander
sits at his desk
located in lesar
law Building
Tuesday after.noon. Alexander
has been the new
dean since June
this year and has
great plans for the
school of law.

..;;;;=-.....'------•
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Law School dean settles into job
Alexander making
small changes
to School of Law
Elaine Rashmawy
Daily Egyptian

· Law School
Dean
Peter
Alexander has dC\·elopcd a di\'Crsity
task force and curriculum committee
for students in the SIU Law School.
He has also appointed a buildirg
addition task force for the little law
building on the west side of cimpus.
And he s only been on the job for
l\,'Omonths.
Alexander, the first black dean at
SIUC, is quickly adjusting to his nC\v
job as dean of the School of Law. He
replaced Interim Dean \V. Eugene
Basanta, a professor at the S~hool
0

faculty, not the staff, has more of Alex:mder is constantly learning
of Law, who scn'Cd for nearly a year with Kcllev.
"Dean Alexander makes everyone a s.iy in what goes on in the Law about the Law School's pastand pres·
when former dean Thomas Guernsey
feel good about being here," she nid. School.· Ruiz likes how the fac• ent in order to plan a great future.
left the Uni\,:rsity last )=r.
Alcx..ndcr said a new• gr.iduate
Because ' Alexander has been "He challenges the faculty to take a ulty now will be very im'Oh'Cd in the
dean at SIU for such a short time, look at themsch'Cs and li\'C up to the decisions Alexander makes for the · law degree program was appro\'Cd
this week, but final details ha\'C not
he has not made many ch:inges to mission of being the best public law law ~chool.
. Alexander believes the Law yet been released.
the School of Law. He h;:s, howC\·c:r, school.•
"It's exciting to be back;
Lind.i Vineyard, administrati\'C Sch<>'ll is :m excellent institution.
created committees to address issues
•1 don't plan on changing things Alexander s.iid. "It's different being
the Law School will face in the assistant to Alexander, said she
here as an administrator than as a
bcliC\'CS the dean is settling in very that arc working," he said.
future.
Alexander's next job as dean student, but I'm still glad to be here."
Professors at the School of Law easily.
Alexander graduated from SIUC
•1 thirk the staff has warmed up is preparing for the Law School's
SCf\'C on these new committees, and
Alexander has assigned two law \'Cry nicely to him," she said. •1 think activities for Homecoming this in 1979 with a degree in politic:il scistudents to SCf\'C on each committee. he handles C\.-crything \'Cry \\'Cl!. He fall. This year marks the 30th ence. He earned his law d~grcc from
Law professor Patrick Kelley said is just getting started finding out anniversary of. the Law School, Northeastern University and was
and Dean Alexander said there is the associate dean at the Dickinson
he approves highly of Alexander and what is routine."
·Vineyard said she also likes how a fair amount of planning for this_ Sr.hool of Law at Pennsylvania State
the new.committees.
University for 11 years before taking
"The nC\V dca'\ is an excellent Alexander makes himself a\-ailablc: to important event.
•1 spendalotoftimeon the phone his new post in June.
people person," he said. "He is \'Cry both students and faculty.
Mike: Ruiz, director of admis- each Jay," Alexander s•jd. ·
inclusi\'C in his decision-making."
Rrporln- Flainr Rashnurwy
He also has many meetings with
Associate
professor
Alice sions, media anJ community affairs,
azn he narhrd al
Noble-Allgire, a 1990 graduate of s.iid he likes the changes Alexander faculty membc.-s and administracrashmawy@dail)'Cg)'ptian.con1
the School of Law, saiJ she agrees has maJc that effect him. Now the tive staff. In ad,':~ion to all of this,

Ch~cellor purchases
International students find a
in new furniture
home away·fromhomeat SIUC $8,000
Uses funds earmarked
Student population
continues to grow
Leah Williams
Daily Egyptian

Mark Sadck recalls the first
• time he came to Southern Illinois.
As a lover of the outdoors, he took
a camping trip last year to the area.
One look around was all it took to
hook hir.i right in.
•1 loved the atmosphere," s2id
Sadek, a pre-med sophomcrc from
Chicago.
It was then he: packed up his
stuff and headed to Carbondale to
begin classes this fail semester. · ·
While Sad~k may seem like an
average-student, there is something
about him that is more: unique:. He
· transferred to SIUC from Triton
College, which is located in a
suburb of Chicago, but he originally hails from a small town in
Egypt. He even changed his name
to "Mark· because: his original first
name is the same as his last. He
figures it is less confusing that
way.
·
.
Each year, students come to
Cnbondalc: from countries. all
around the: globe ranging from
Albania and Bangladesh to
· Yugoslavia and Zimbabwe. \Vhile
numbers decreased during · the:
19?0s, the University has seen
a steaJy increase in the past few
years. In 2001, 1,466 international
students enrolled at SIUC, up from
1,425 il\2000 and 1,342 in 1999.

~\'hi!c Sade~ chose the time progresses, the: calls and mes·
Umvers1ty for Its appearance, sages become Jes, and less often.
other international students come
While she mi~ses everyone she
to ~IUC b::.scd on its reputation. knows at home, Tanaka has had
Erina Tanaka. had been taking the: opportunity to befriend fellow
classes at SIUC's sister school in international• students. She finds
Niigata, Japan, wh.:n she found out it easy to get along with them
about the Carbondale c:impus.
because of the comrron ground
"I heard that the business they share.
major was really strong here:,"
Tanaka also has made an
said Tanaka, a junior in business effort to meet more Americans on
from Japan, who transferred from campus.
·
Niigata to SIUC last y~ar. ·
"Since last semester, I am
\Vith the ·miles between them, making more: American friends;
American lifestyle and that of their Tanaka said, "but I still have more
own countries can seem like worlds international students as friends."
apart fo: international students.
Sadek agrees.
For Tanaka, the obvious difference
"The: rcoplc arc really nice and
is food:
friendly here," she said
•1 like American food, but it
The University tries its best
is very different from Japan," she: to welcome new· worldly students
said.
·
with open arms. Last Friday,
Some cultural differences arc \Veek of \Vclcomc staff members
harder to adjust to. Sadek had to met with interested new students
undergo several surgeries in the and answered any questions they
last few years in order to correct may have had. SIUC also offers
· his speech. Although thi~ cxpcri• many activities specifically for
ence did halt his academic career, intcr:tational students, including
it has since become his drive to recreational programs, a student
become a doctor.
council and a variety of student
.• •1 want,d to help people the organizations.
same: way I · was helped," Sadek
As much as Sadc:k loves
said.
Southern Illinois, he wants to
Communic.uion between con- · return to Egypt after he is C:on.. ·
tinents can also become a hurdle. with school.
Although Sadck occasionally,
•There is a lot of stuff I want to
speaks on the phone to his immc:- · do over there that I ha\·cn't got the
- diatc fami!y, which still lives in chance to," Sadek said.
Chicago, he still has relatives in his
· native homeland. Tanaka also talks
Rtporirr uah Willi~ms .
to her fauily and friends on the
,an hr rrachtd at
·
phone and through e-mail. But as
lwilliams@dailycgypti~n.com

was an agreement that so much
would be .2llottcd to make sure
had a current computer and
adequate equipment," Davis said.
•1t happens most of the time when
Valerie N. Donnals
Daily Egypti<in
a new campus CEO arrives at this
institution or any other one, for
Chancellor Waltct \\'cndlcr that matter."
recently spent almost t9,000 on a
\Vc:ntller •uid he waited to
new desk, table: and credenza for update ~he furniture until ·. the
his office.
, 1._\
renovations in Anthony Hall were
The furniture was ordered in finished and he was able to move
earlyAprilusingfundsspccifically out of the Northwest Annex into
set aside by the President's office his permanent office.
more: than two years - - - - - - He said he wanted to
ago; said University
sec how functional ·• the
spokeswoman
Sue · ' ' \Vhen he «us current . furniture was
Davis. The: order
hired, there was and order new things
was placed before the
that would best fit the
Governor announced an agreement that office.
the state's financial so much toou!d be
-According to Davis his
crisis and the: extent , allotted make
current desk was made in
<if the budget cuts.
1930. Former President
The
furniture,
sure he had a David Dcrgc brought it
handcrafted by a mrrent com"'iter to the Univc:litywhc:n he
Southern
Illinois
t"
came from the University
craftsman
from
and adequate
oflndiana in 1972. Davis
Chester, had to fit the
said that is the last time
specifications of the
equipment.,'
she recalls ~cw furniture
Chancellor's office;
_ Sue Davis being ad~cd to the
The crc:dcn 7 :i, which University spokeswoman Chancellors office.
· -it looks like'. an
Jcrvcs as cabinets and
a computer table, cost 16,170. A aatiquc and has real historical
library table, which serves as the: significance,• Wendler said. "It is
Chancellor's desk, totaled Sl,800, the old style, two-sided dc:sk, but
and a ·table that seats four cost it is not serviceable to my needs."
It is currently being transferred
S950.
D.2vis i;aid the fund was created to · the storage: facility at · the
as a condition of \Vc:ndlcr's hire University Museum.
in summer 2001, and contained
Rrportn- Valrrir N. Donnals
about S20,000 of non-rccuning,
,an hr nadxd at
non-•tatc money.
,
"When [.c .was hired, there
~-donnals@dailyeg)'p~ia~.a,~

he

from his hiring

to
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Internet seavice providers.
New·cheer aerobics class
comes to . Recreation·cent~r.·· ~aught in fight ·over doWllloads
I

. Jennifer Rios
Daily Egyptian

for fitness acti\itics at the Re =tion Ccntc:, also
spoke positi,..cJy about the class.
"It is cheer sty!<! with out the little skirtst s;ud
Chcc:lcadmg 1w alw:iys been a common Thompson- Cundiff: She also s;ud the r!ass•
aspect of sporting C\'mts and pep rallies, but now inmlvcd plyometrics, or lower body strength.
chccrle:iding cin be a new w:iy for chccrlcadc:rs
For students who arc not as enthusiastic to
and non •chccrlcaders alike to get in shape.
particip.lfc in a, cheer based class but would still
A class called "Bring it on; which offers like to impro\'e their physical fitness, many other
·
students the,..,-"'rtunity to usc chccrlcading :I!' a new classes will also be offcn:d this year.
form 'ofa ~ , Is one of the SC\i:r:il new classes
Cbsscs focusing on the USC of. n:sist:ince ,
offcn:d at the l~ecrcation Cer.ter this fall The . balls, a combination of different dance clements,
class will run from 6 to 7 p:m. Tuc,;days from in uniqu..: water exercises, fitness cycling, and team
· the Aerobics room.
competitions will .ill be a\':lilablc: this year. Cbsscs
Although this class may seem interesting, such as kicklx...'<ing, cardio hip· hop, salsarobics
many may wonder
and
stcp-n·jab
how chccrleading
,vill also be availcin actually help
able again as part
students get in
of the fall fitness
shape.
schedule.
activities
· The
fall
Students
fitness schedule
wanting to stty in
for the Student
shape this school
Recreation
year or just lose a
fC\v pounds should
Center exrlains
that cheer-based
consider attending
aerobics co,nbines
a fitness class.
easy-to-learn
The regular
dance routines
fitness schedule
for cardio, lower·
begins . Aug · 25.
body conditioning
Mostclassesarean
. .
hour long and no
\\ith jumps and
,
upper-body strength work and llc:xi!>ility.
more than three days a week. which is ai:n-cnicnt
J\lcliss.t Fanch:r, a seni-ir majoring in food for students with busy class schedules.
.'
and nutrition, \\ill be tcaching the new cheer · : Thompson-Cundiff ho~ that. students
cbss.
take am-:mtage of all the nC\v and returning
Fancher was a high school chccrlcadcr who fitness classes. She s;ud most classes are free· and
1w worked out C\'aywy since her fn:shman year require no registration, which gives students the
· opporhuuty to practice fitness skilk
in high school.
Although this is her first year teachlng the
class, she has had previous experience with
Rrj,ortnJmnifn Rioiciin k irackd at
chec. aerobics as a part of her own chccrle:iding
jriost?dailyegyptian.com
warm-up.
.
"Anyone can do it. People who lo\'C to dance
For more in/onnatia::, stop by rhe Rtcrtation
should especially try it," F ~ s;iid. .·.
Ctnttr for the fail 2003 fitnm schedule
Lynne Thompson-Cundiff, the coordinator
or call 453-1275.

'{\i~FITNESS

Unjy~r$ity/B:c1pt.i.~~:~_Jlt(.a:~'.t,!

. :Welco~es;Stud_ents_&~New_Faculty(, '

, ·providers;.· including America Online,
SBC Comm1inica1ion~, Earthlink, Charter
Communications, RNC and Verizon
MIAMI (KR11;....AlcxRodriguezand . Communications, have been · targeted by
Faisal lmti.iz don't have a dog in this fight, the subpoenas.
BellSouth, a major Internet access pro·
but they're in the midcile ofi1 ~nyway.
Rodriguez and lmtiaz arc two Internet vider in Florida and in eight other Southeast
· access providers in South Florida. Like states, says it hasn't yet received any of the
many of their counterparts here :ind around RIAA subpoenas demanding subscriber
the coi;ntry, they want to protect the privacy information.
Comcast
Cable · and
Charter
of their subscribers; But right now, Internet
service providers arc feeling the intrusion of Communications, two cable companies that
provide Internet access a, p.irt cf their slate
the music industry into their businesses.
Recording Industry Association of. of cable services, have both received RIAA
America is Ol!I to crack down o:i Internet subpoenas. But the companies wouldn't
users,who downlc:,ad and swap copyrighted comJTient on whether any cu,tomers .in
music. The Washington, D.C.-based group South Florida had been targeted.
has filed nearly 1,000 subpoenas in the past
•To make ISPs responsible for what
month, asking ISPs.to provide the names is on their networks is onerous; said
and addresse~ of subscribers it suspects are Joseph Marion, executive director of the
Federation of Internet Service Providers of
downloading music files illegally.
"I do have an issue with befog forced the Americas, based in Orlando.
"It's like holding the U.S. Postal Service
to give up a user's information;. uid
Rodriguez, president of · Miami-based responsible if one consumer mailed a CD to a
Netrox LLC. "If I have a court order, I friend that cont:iined a copyrighted song.•
Small,· regional ISPs such as
don't have a choice_. Fightintt the recording
industry could potentially tal(c me out of SnapryDSL.r.~t and Netrox have not been ·
business.- · . :
'..
targeted by the mu;ic industry subpoenas
About dozen m;1jor Internet service so far.

By Beatrice E. Garcia
Knight Ridder Newspapers

a

---------•Flllm1,1a~@nw

.

The ROTC Will ho1d a welcome pknic for SIUC
. students~- The picnlc Will be held outside of
Kesner Hall and will take place from 3:30 through
5 p.m.

The event gives students the opportunity to
?articipate in games, win prizes such as a digital
camera; two color lVs and a trip to Disneyland.
Also they can leam exactly Mlat the center lias to
offer students.
"It's an opportunity to see new and old students i.1 the same flace at any given time and
enjoy the center o it al~ the Student Center;
said. Niklci Homsbeny, a graduate student with
Student Prr~ams and u,nter Events that helped

Student Center celebrates
First Thursday of semester

to ~~~nirm!:
activities, students Will
have the chance to attend a presentation with
Frank, a member of the Real World Las Vegas

Os CA~IPUS

.f<OTC sponsors welcome
•. picnic todav .
·
·

The annual First Thursday event, tne theme
of which is Under the Stars, will take place in
the Student Center today from .4 p.m. through
1_0 p.m.
'

f~

cast

.

Students who, register to win the pr.zes"
offered must be present to win. Fi."St ThursJ.Jy is
a l.1-Card event ·
'
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SaddQm ),,c(ve th,own •fheir
run far- GoVern'or
of-_ CQlifornia!

OUR WORD

Setting fires is not a joke, it's;arson
students an_d injured eight othei;,. _
· By first grade, children have learned not to
ster fires that have plagued the complex.
It was a cold December night ~vhen .fbmes ·
play with fires.
·
·
Heinz was charged ,vith attempted arson,
spread rapidlrthrough The Pyramid ::-partrnc:1t
Soon after, they leam·they certainly shouldn't reckless conduct, resisting a peace officer and
complex that housed mostly international stu~ ·
start them.
underage posses~ion.of alcohol.
dents.
\Vas all that worth .the "fun" of setting a
But a local Carbondale man, among others in
Speculation pointed to a pile ofd,tbs or
-the area, never seemed to learn these lessons. Or dumpster ablaze?
laundry tha: was left outside of the d.>or of one
at least the lesson·s never sunk in.
We certainly hope not.
of
the rooms as a starting point for the arsonist.
Zachary James Heinz,
Every action comes with a consequence
Former Carbondale Police Chief Don Strom
20, was arrested -and
whether it be good or bad. We all learned in
told the Daily Egyptian in 1997 that he did not
first grade that unless you arc cooking food at a
And purpo5efully set- charged with attempted
· believe the fire was started with the intent of ..
arson after two Carbondale . campsite, fire is bad. ·
. ting a fire is stupid- police
killing someone.
· And purposefully setting a ~ire is stupid
officers saw him set. because it spreads ting a fire to a dumpster at - because it spreads.
Ilutit did.
·
Some students jumped from the burning
Lewis Park Apartments.
Odum said dumpster fires are more danger\\'hen Heinz was arrest- ous than people realize because they pose a real
building, receiving inju:ies that left them hos:ed, he was found to be in position of alcohol.
pitalizcd. Four of the dead students were found
danger to parked cars - or other things and/or
people - near them. ·
·
Heinz knew that ii he got caught, he would
in positior.s indicating they were tying to escape
have two major strikes against him. So, he chose
when they ,vere.ovcrcorrie by smoke. ·
And even if the arsonbt doesn't care about
to run from the officers.
Now, a memorial sits near Campus Lake
prop:rtyor lhe value of human life, the rest of
So instead of two strikes, he now has more.
honoring thos~ who died in that fire.·
us, including the police, do.
Police named a suspect, but, even after mcir.>,
To make matters worse, anemp:ed arson is a
Carbondale police have proved their commitfelony.· .
.
·
ment to putting an end to this trend by charging than a decade of investigation, no one has been
Heinz was arrested, made bail and was
Heinz ·10 the fullest extent of the iaw.
charged.·
,
reieased. But his day in court will come, and,
This should be a statement to all "pranksters"
\Vhat someone might have co:uidercd a .
p;:.nk at the time killed five resid_ents ofThe
if convicted, he will have to suffer the consewho think their dangerous jokes are funny.
quences.
.
And worse than any punishment the law
Pyrami<ls :ipartment complex. ' '
Unfortunately, this inddent is not a rarity,
could provide is living with the terrible con:.
That tragic night 11 years ago was not funny'.
scqucn.-es of a ·d~adly fire. ti1at you know you
In fact, Carbondc.le Police Department
Fortunately, Friday r.ight's fire did not devas-: .
Deputy Chief Steve Odum has :net with Lewis
started.
.
.
.
tatc_thc community like The Pyramids fir1;.
Park's landlord to discuss the_numcrous dumpIn 1992, a tragic arson. fire killed five SIUC .
But it could have,
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,·,Ne~er attripute to malice that whi~h cm be adequa~ely
_explainedby stupidity.,,
__
Anonymous

VER 1-1
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' ' You knO\v how you're aro~nd bleach or ammonia, how it
bums? Just like.-that,, · ·
· ·
.
PamRuMels
·• dMbing how if felt t.:, ~athe _whffl the train dt!ra.~ in Tamaroa.

'
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The i,best kind,

-Walk· to America
It w;isa nighun:m:.
.
The air-conJiticm:d emb:is.sywas f=zing
in the middle of summer and those humiliat·
Eye
ing questions wm: all there: An: you pregnant?
Do you ha\'C AIDS? How much money do you
on
ha\'C? What arc you going to do there?
I ,.-...,. trembling.
. Earth
Partly from the :ii.r conditioning, bcausc l
wasn't used to it, for to us, the thick walls of our
BY ANA VELITCHKOVA"
. buildings \\'CfC sufficient shelter from the heat
ana_vel@aiu.edu
and partly from being angry bcausc my pride
w:1S stepped on. Although I had worked lwd and
had two jobs whil~ oying to be an cxempl.ary stuF'mally, I saw a woman • I asked her, "Excuse
dent at the Unimsity, my savings from earning
me, could you please tell me where Carbondale
'
, SSO a month ob\'iously \\'Crcn't enough to provide is?"
any kind of life in America.
The lady looked at me like an I W:IS an alien.·
And·I was trembling bcausc I was worried
"You arc in Carbondale!"
about not getting the~ Not so much for my
Oops.
,.
,'
own sake, but for the hopes of my family. I could
On my w:tlk, I discovcrcd houses here and
not disappoint them. They had dreamt about this then: that \\'Crc made ofwood. ·
New World where C\'CI)'trullg would be perfect.
We usually build our houses from bricks or
The American IJr=n, the miracle of sue.:css, the stones and call those made-of-wood barncks.
wc:il:h.
.
What did I expect? Palaces, perhaps.
Theyw:intcd
And they arc so spread apart. Wcll, obviously,
me to go there
in the US, they don't lack land.
and
csape
the·
I
kept ,,"21king, but still I saw no people on
I got a visa, unlike 90
. the streets - that is, until I made it to .Main
l'O\'Cfl)'anJ
percent of the people hopclcssnc;s
Street.
from which
Still, I didn't find people on the street. I found
mrybody around inc sutfered.
I got a visa, unlike the 90 percent of the pco- ·
By this time, I'd had quite a w:tlk.
pie like me who, since da\m, had waited clustered
Although I didn't know my way around to,m,
I easily found the way. . - .· ' _ .
in the line in front of the embassy for hours. .
Two suitc:iscs. That was all I was allo\\m to
Lots of other things arc easier here,'too.
~ "ith me. How could you pack your life in
Checks, debit and credit cuds, food dcfu'CI}',
two suitcases?
pack:igcs of ready to cat foods, machines for
l\ly father had gi\"Cn me some American
C\'Cl)'\hing. fvc nC\'Cf had these things before."
money and a list of all the people, family .u:d
Like an cxtra1crrcstrlal, I disco\-cn:d hmv
fiiends h:: had bomm'Cd from.
they worked by IIial and error, and oficn people
"Don't C\-cr forget them," he said.
laughed at me.
At the auport, I aied Although l had 11:i,~
I'm a joke, alw:iys a nC\v one, for then: is so
ded before and lm-c it, sa)ing goodb)"C w;is hardmuch stuff for which I nC\"Cr imagined a need to
er. Fcc!ing so alone and small, I aied all day.
cist.
And then here I w:is! Chiogo. .
You get used to this plenitude \'Cl}' easily,
The highways \\'l:fC huge, gray, dusty and
though. It's comfortable. It sucks you in until; , ,
endless - not like the dream. Dmmtmvn, the
nithout rcalwng it, }'OU want mon: and mon: - - ofit. You get frustr~ted ifyou don't ha\-c it, and
lights wen: much better. I'd nC\'CI" seen such bll
buildings. It was mesmerizing.
finally, you become its sl.m; not interested in
I rcccr.'Cd aw.um welcome from countxy felanything c:bc but h;i\ing it.
lows. Then, on the train to CarooncWc, it was
. But where arc the people? I wondered.
The night surprised me as I searched for
-~ng:ig:,in.
.
'
\Vhe'l I arri\-cd in Carbondale, there \\'en:
them. I needed to ask them about the: American
thn:c French guys waiting for me at the train na- Drcim. But I lost my way.
tion.
I was alone that night until, finally, I found
It won't be so b:ul, I thought.
some people from India. They showed me my
Alone again, I sat, after being told I was not
w:iv.
to I=,: the house for a whole weekend until they·:
'For a long time:, I met people from C\'CI}'•
cunc back. No wa)1 I nccdcd tr, cxplon: the new
when: but AmeriGL \Vhere arc they? \Vho arc
tcrritoiy.
thc:y?
I \\'Cllt for a little walk on the coun11ysidc,
IU keep sc:m:hing until I finil them.
but I 5;1w no peop!c. I walked 3 little funher, as
I needed to_ find the tmrn. T,\"Cnty-two points, .
.tl,ra is a graduate stuJunJ inforrign language
• and fllmzture. /Irr ,:ieu:s Jo net =marily reflect
plus 1r:plc-word-scon:, plus fifty points for using
allmylcttas.
tl~cft~ DAILY EGi'PTh\.'11.
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of friends
Herc is some advice to all the freshmen out then: and to all others who
may have forgotten: friends arc grc:it.
They're like fudge cookies -you
can ne1.-cr ha\'C too many.
Make as many friends as you pos·
siblycan.
Now, you may be thinking, "Duh,
Stupid. Tell me something I don't
already know.• OK, so if you know
friends arc cool, why do I hear so many·
• people complain about being bon:d or
not having anything to do?
·
A gocd group of friends can keep
you entertained for hours at a time.
Once this summer, some family
· -friends and I stayed up until 3 a.m.
·singing old songs like "Man in the
Mirror" by Michael Jackson and various
Madoruu wssics.
As soon as w.: thought we W'Crc
out of songs, someone would blare out
another one. This may sound weird or
corny, but a good sing-a-long is exactly
what I needed that wcdc.
Friends arc important. Without
them, whom would I have to \rue me
up in the middle of the best nap I could
possibly ha\'c.to w:tlk up and down
Schneider hall waking C\'Clj'Onc else
up? I wouldn't ha\,: an}-onc to change
the oil in my car or let me spend the
night in her room when I suspect a fin:
alarm might be approaching in my o\\n
building.
1 think I'd miss pla)ing with
people's minds the most, though. It's ·
a lot easier to tell a guy "I don·t like
)'OU, we were just dancing" when your
: best fricnd':1 standing over )'OUr right
· shoulder adding, "Ycab, and she's goin.s;
horr.c with me!" fa·en if )'OU don't
know what she's talking about.
TI1cy can really ho:lp }'OU out in
tough times, too. And I'm no~ just talking about holding }'Our h:ii.r while }'OU
puke or making sun: no one's coming , ·
while you take a leak by \Vham. If you
can't count on a friend in really tough
times, what arc they there for? Need
some money for a speeding ticket or
just someone to lean )'OUI' head c,n _and
c:y? Call a friend.
I like to space out my friends. I jokingly h;i\,: my "shuga-mama" friends •
who help me out when my w:zl!ct's . .
empty. And I ha,,: my "I'm s;id, tell me
something funny so I can ha\,: a good
laugh" friend.

Ifl may

BY SHANITA MICKENS
humanllty4u12002@yahoo.com

Yestcrday I got to watch a guy
friend try to fumigate a supposed
cockroach out of a aark near his dorm
room window with half a bottle of
orange cleaner. It was the funniest,
most nauseating thing I had seen all
week..
'
As he roded the small insect, I rcassun:d him that the bug had probably
already laid eggs all m-cr his COZ'/ room,

cspccially .

Friends are great
They're like fudge
sheets
cookies - you can '
t ; sAnd never hav:e too many
between

~it 1m

.

1

being
the good friend that I am, I informed
him it would be a smart move to wear
carplugs while he slept because bugs,
especially cockroaJies, lo\,: to burrow
deep into ~mall pl.aces.
Nccdlcss to say, he decided to v.icatc
his room and sleep on a friend's sofa
C\'Cn though he had gassed the bug,
which turned out to be a beetle out of
it"stinyhomc.
I hope at least one person out then:
is inspin:d enough to say "hi" to someone }'OU normally wouldn't talk to or
e1.-.:n e-mail an old fiiend and start up
the \\':l\'CS of communic:ition again.
l might cven ~ my own adi.icc for
once and ~tart ttlking to the people on
my floor so they11 stop writing mean
things about me on my dry cr:isc board.
Sv put down the Xbox control, tum
to the person next )'OU, tell them )'OUI'
name and start in on one ofG.rth
Brooks' best, "I\,: Got Friends in Low
Places."
You might just make a nC\\· best
friend.
Shanita is a scpccm,m injcurna/ism.
Hrr ciro:s Jo nat nmuarily reflect tccu
cfthe DAILY EGYPTIA.,.;.

GUEST COLUMNIST

\Vhen will the\ violence in the Middle East ·come to an end?
Jeff Postelwait

· U.S. military is chiefly concerned \,ith protcc:ting
nC\\{ounl freedom of speech• in a cute little
aimc arc enemies of th!e Iraqi people.• Wrong
the oil industxy in Iraq and nith rounding up the
again, professor.
·
demonstration like college students used to do.
fC\V rcnwning "cards" of Saddam's p-crnment,
Tums out that they wen: deadly serious. But
The pcrpctx:itors are the Iraqi people. Isn't it
\\'!:'re not taking t!1cm seriously. ·
• the Iraqi citizcruy is getting angrier each day•.
•. STILLWATER,Okla. {U-WIRE)funnyhmvno trrroristacti\ity=ld bep=-cn
·· We h:r.'C to find a way to n:alistically deal
Illusions ofpeace were shattered in n,-o differin Iraq lc:fon: the w:u, but nmv they're C\'CI')' bit
Some C\"Cn called it an attack on the United
with the fact that th-:rc arc prol-ably quite a fC\V
cnt countries Tuc;day. A ~=fire between the
as actn'C as Hanw or Hczbollih arc in Israel.
States. .Has_ Iraq become the SJsr state? I
·people: in Ir.iq who don't w..nt us there. It lI13)'
thought the UK had beaten them to it. The
Isr:icli gowmment and organizltions like Hamas , FC\v, ifanv, existed before th,: war, but now
be mtiorwism, patxiotism Q'l!S, other countxies
w.is broken when a bomb exploded on a bus.
they'n: po~ring o\'o:r the b<>rdcrs from Iran; Syria . attack w:is not an attack on America, but it w:is
M'C that), rupp:>ncrs of Saddam, a l ~
In lr.aq, the al=dv bleak situaMn took
:1nd other n;itions. And C\'CI)" day mon: Iraqi ,
intended to send:. m=i;c to the United States
S)mpa:hiurs, ro:nh'1tants from other countxies
and to the United Nation~ which ii ,ic:wcd
a major tum for the worse when the U.N.
citizens get so ticked that they resort to drastic .
orwhatC\'1:1', but they an: present 1°r.d they arc
Hcadqu:uters in Iraq was hc.ni'y damaged by
mca.-urcs.
by many terrorists as being :1 mere puppet of
Western (American) wtcrcst:;,,' ·
angiy. And since \\'C ctn't kill them all, \\'l:11
a truck bomb. Both C\\"nts ha\'e causcd some
Byimd large, the reaction :o this :itt:ick has
to renounce their former optimism conccmir.g
been one of surpri.<c. Did thc•m;lituy think
Looking ~t both of the bombings on the·•.· •.· . , ~-c to .6fld. a ~ddle ground. ,
nC\,-s Tuesday; it was diffirult to tdl them apart.
both situations.
.
that all those angry Iraqis who 1\'Crc marching •
'. ~w.i:sdonctn«marily
Both attaclcs \\-crc corrur.:rtaht lhe hands of
. When the P~dent heard the nC\\"S, he said _, and calling for an end to the occupation i,-crc
rifl«tthate°ftk D,\JLYEcYrnA.,.;:
something like "the pcrpctx:itors of this heinous
kidding?; Maybe they \\-en: just "exercising their,
municrous, opp~ people. And while ~c
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Transfer student finds comfort at SIUC Alleged bank
Campus transition
program assists
various students
with acclamation

mo\·cd · i'n Monday, Aug. 11,
morning. \Vhcn most freshmen
were still at home, l\laloncy was
training for college.
"It is essential to learn mmmunication skills and be open
to other people," l\hloncy said
referring to getting acclimated
Moustafa Ayad
with the college cn\·ironmcnt. •
Daily Egyptian
People have questions about dis·
abilities. Some people say it's none
EDITOR'S :--on:: }'estm!.zvs
of their business. '\Vhythis?' And
m.iin story 'Le.iding by e:r,zmpl,t' '\Vhy that?' But answering those
w,zs rut short. The D.1/l.l' Em'/'TUS questions is essential to breaking
r,-guts the arcr. This is the story i.n down harriers and stereotypes.
its mtir,·ty.
"E\'eryhody who is born has a
disability to some degree. A lot of
James l\ !alone\' is a leader.
disabilities arc unseen."
Communication is the key
He was vie~ president of
student gon:rnment and became to l\lalone,·'s success. \Vhcrever
president at Black Hawk College he goes, h~ plans on making an
in 1\loline. He represented stu- impression, whether it's l\loline or
dents as the student trustee for Rock Island where he was born,
the Black Hawk district, wh;,h l\laloney's secret is being able to
co\"ered seven districts.
talk, hut listen too.
~If you are open it makes them
He presided over a chair
for the Illinois Community rr.,;re comfortable," l\laloney
College Board Student Advisory said. "Because if you're not open
Committee, where he worked at it makes people afraid to interact
a state le,·el as well as with the with you, because they don't know
most prestigious and highest of how to interact."
all educational boards in the state,
Twenty-Three
year-old
The Illinois Board of Higher l\laloncy comes from a family of
Education.
fo-c:, where he is the youngest,
"I fill up my time
although his baby face
doing stuff for other - - - - - - - nc\'er lets on that he's
day o\'cr 20. His older
people," l\laloney said
, , Life is an
/!f broth:rs, both adopted
with a grin. "l don"t ad
know how to explain
l'Cnture ' ; itse J • arc 34 and 41.
it."
The reasoi1 is
After
mo,·ing
And he docs all an adt·cnture is
things into his dorm
of it on four wheels.
room at Thompson
Malonev has cerebral bccause )'OIi nel'er Point, he felt prcny
palsy, a ·medical condi- know u·hat's going comfortable, hut after
tion that affects control
a quid. realization that
o\'er a person's muscles.
to happen. , ,
the crowds were yet to
Children and adults
come, ;\bloney knew
who ha,·e cerebral palsy
- James Maloney .he had work ahead.
may be unable to w:ilk, _ _ _ _ _s1_ud_e_nr
The
transitions
program has played
talk or cat. Ir is caused
by injury to the brain before, dur· an essential and crucial role in
ing or shortly after birth.
Maloncy•s attempt a: indepcn"Becausc I ha,·e CP and dcnce, but it only helped him as a
needed others' assistance with my stepping-stone to lift off.
Rita Van Pdt, coordinator of
life the only way of giving back
was hc:lping other!," he said. "And Disability S:ipport Services, said
it's useful when working in dis- the transitions program is es~cnabilit\· services and social services tial to each student it reaches.
beca~sc you have to know your
• I can't say enough good," Van
resources."
Pelt said. "Everyone I ha,·e talked
Talking with 1\laloney gives an to gives credit to the progr~m."
impression on just how wcllversed
And Van Pelt secs a det:rmihe is in helping a ,·ariety of people, nation in .!\lalcney that is evident
which he attributes to his training upon first glimpse of him.
in ,-arious fields of \'olunteer work
"I can tell he's going to make
as well as professional social it,~ she said.
sen,ices tr.1ining. But there was
A mo,·e on Thursday with
something missing from his life.
incoming freshm~:: would ha,-c:
Relying on his family for assis- simply left l\laloney lost, he said.
tance, something that l\laloney Even with the training it has
?us tried to shake, promr,tcd his been difficult. Losing track of the
pilgrimage to Carbondale and it winding and confusing pathways
has opened his eyes.
·
from his Thompson point dorm
This is l\laloney's first year has·c:msed him to lose his wav at
away from home. The junior least 10 times.
•·
The first hand instruction and
transfer from Black Hawk Co:lcgc

experience l\hloney witnessed humor in all my situations.. They
throughout the week was enough say laughter is the b:st medicine."
to solidify in his knowledge, what
His solid determination is in
\\-as needed of him to succeed in e,-c:l'}·thing he docs, from volun·
his new endca,'Or.
tecring his time at the Family
"If you can get }'OUr informa- Resources Inc., a comprehcnsi\-c
tion from somebody - - - - - - - familv
centcrc-,d
first•hand, it's twice as
, , Et•en•body
progr~m, which con·
valuable," he said. ~It's
'J
ccntrates on growing
scary. It \\'Ould be scal'}' u•ho is bon{ has a healthy families and
for . anybody, because disability of some loving relationships, to
you do not know what
meeting new friends.
degree. A lot of · • • It's not easy, but
to expect."
· The
Transitions
disabilities arc
you can accomplish
Progum lasts the
anything you want,"
first week of
unseen. ' '
Maloney said. "If
student's mo\'e down to
- James Maloney }'OU give up ·you set
student }'Ourself up for failure.
Carbondale. Students
are introduced to a
· I was scared to death
\-aricty of. representati,·cs from coming to Southern."
around. the campus, including
"I mean you got to rely on
career services, health services, strangers, but it is important
r•1hlic safety 3nd personal assis- to take challenges and look for
tants, which help in the C\'el'}-day opportunities. It helps }'OU grow
life of a studi:nt. Lc:irning all of ·as a person."
the ins and outs of his stay in
For· the upcoming semester,
Caroonda!.! was not enough for Maloney will take one class a
l\laloney, he needed interaction.
day except for Thursday when
l\laloney's initial reaction \\':lS he'll have two classes, resulting in
one ofincrediblc ease. This would what he hopes for - a bachelor's
be a breeze, he thought. The degree in rehabilitation counsel-.
streets were empty, as were the ing and then a master's in social
sidC\,-alks.
work. It was tough for l\laloncy's
But something was missing parents to !e \'C. His mother still
- students.
calls C\-c:ryday.
"I didn't plan on being in my
"I keep saying I'm not gonna
room a 101, I want to get outthere answer the phone one of these
and get im'Oh-c:d with other stu• times," he said jokingly with a
dents," 1\laloncy saH. "If }'OU get gi:int smile.
im'Olved in the communi!)· and
He occupies his time witli a
ha\'e hands on experience it will · \':lricty of options such :is tra\·ding around Carbondale by bus •
help }'OU with school itself." .
1\Io,·ing a\,-ay form his parents or simply listening to his police
was the first part of Jim's plan to scanner to get a better picture of
becoming a valuable commodity what happens on real calls of help,
to any \'Oluntc_er or social scr\'iccs ~ut a lot of his time lately has been
network. ·
in i.is room.
"I bcliC\-c: this, living on }'Our
Spending hour after hour in
own is the most v-.iluablc c.'l'.peri- his room is not a lifes!)·lc l\faloney
cncc you can ever ha\'e," he s:iid. intends to lead, staring at the va,t
"In order for }'OU to experience emptiness of his room. And the
total independence }'OU need to endless white paint can take :i
mo\'e six hours away from your toll on an}'One. l\faloncy craves
parents so they can•r assist }'OU."
interaction, so by Friday he was
l\laloney's family has always at Pinch.
helped him wirh his waking up,
l\la)oncy's plans were already
bathing and personal c,uc. Now at mapped out in his mind about
SIUC, he must rely on a nC\\' set Carbondale.
of ;mi<tanrs - complete strang"I ,,-ant to get t~;ned to \'<'!·
ers. To l\laloncy that is a welcome untccr on how to answc: the crisis
change.
hotline," he said.
"That's why it's important
l\laloney also considered the
to be open," he said. "The most Women's Center or the police
enjopble part of any experience force c.'1'.plorcr program.
is being able to meet other people.
"Something I learned, is no
That's my goal here at college."
m:itter how }'OU do something,
Howe\-c:r, complete strang• life is a ever learning experience.
ers arc not al\\-ays reliable and Life is an ad\'enture in itself. The
l\laloney was faced with a new reason it's an adventure is became
set of problems now that he has }'OU nC\·er know what's going to
to entrust his care in a complete · happen.
stranger's hands.
"My goal is to help people."
"If they're running late, }'OU•~
running late," he said.• It can be
Rtporttr Moustafa A;•ad
discouraging, but }'OU gotta go
can ht rtached at
with the flow. I always try to find
mapd@dailyq;yptian.com

:robber~ nabbed
in Cape Town
Laurie Goering

=C'-"hi:.::.ca::.cg:,,;:o;...T:.:.r:.=ibc::u.:.:.ne=---------JOHANNESBURG; South 'Africa
(KR1) - A modem-day Bonnie and Clyde
accused of robbing a dozen banks in the United
States during a daring two-year crime spree ha\'c
hccn arrested in Cape Town after an FBI tip,
South African police said Wednesday.
Craig Pritchcrt, 40, and Nm".l Guthrie, 30,
were nabbed at their ap-Jrtr,,~nt in Cape Town's
Sea Point neighborhood late Tuesday after police,
acting on information from the FBI that the
couple might be in South Afric:t, tracked them to
a Cape Town nightclub where Guthrie \\'OrKCd.
The lm-c:rs, who apparently took !O bank
robbery to cm-er stock market losses,· satisfy a
thirst for thrills and fund a lavish lifes!)ie, arc just
the latest high-profile U.S. fugitr.i:s arrested in
South Afric:t's scenic tourist c:ipital
.
. Last Nm-ember, police in Cape Town'scizcd
James Kilgore, the last fugiti,-c member of the
Symbioncse Liberation Army, :1 19i0s radio!
group best known for its 1974 kidnapping of
heiress P.itty Hearst. Like Pritchcrt and Guthrie,
Kilgore h:td been foing quietly in Cape Town
under an alias. He was extradited to the United
Stites, where he pleaded guilty in May to murder
and was sentenced to six years in prison
South Afric:in authorities said Wednesday
that they could understand why the cit)', ,vith
its stunning natural beauty and quiet lifestyle,
appealed to U.S. fugitr.'CS but said any criminals
on the lam should take a hint to mm-con after the
recent spate of arrests.
"I don't know why pc:ople · still come here
when they get arr.:sted," said Mary l\lutinsEngelbrecht, a '.:,;:uth African police spokeswoman. "lnis sends a message they're riot safe."
Pritchcrt, an Illinois-born Internet day trader
and former Arizona State Unh-crsityiYJSeball star,
and Guthrie, his girlfriend and alleged gcta\\-ay
dri,-er, were arrested after about four weeks of
sur\'cillancc uf Cape 1i,wn's Bossa Nm".l nightclub, where Guthrie worked and Prirchcrt often
stopped for drinks, Martins-Engelbrecht said.
TI1cy are to appear in court Thursday in Cape
Tcwn and are cxpccted to face extradition to the
Uni!cd Stites.
'
·
The couple, accused of stealing a h:tlf·million
dollars in a series of a:med bank robberies across
the western U.S. from 1997 to 1999, h:td hccn
living under se\'cral aliases, including Dane and
Anciy Brown, authorities said. Th~y were last
seen in Nm".l Scotia, Canada, at a professional
hockey game i, 2000.
·
An ongoing FBI search for the pair turned
it: focus on South Africa last September. 0,.-er
10 months South African im-cstigato:s tracked
the et'llple to Cape Town, Martins··Engclbrecht
said.
They are accused of donning disguises and
rnbbing at least a dozen hanks from the Pacific
Northwest to Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico
and Texas. After each of the m~thodically
planned assaults, they usually hcidcd ~ v.ic:ition
spots for snowboarding, skiing or scuba dr.ing,
U.S .. authorities believe. Cape Tmm, \vith its
reputation as an 'adventure spo'1 mccci, _might
h:t,-c fit the bill as a long-term hideaway, South
African authorities said:
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Grad student Chris Sato· and senior Jon Waterman of the RSO Filmalternatives talk with Pat
McGovern, an SIU freshman majoring in.cinema and phott'graphy. Sato and Waterman explained to
McGovern what the organization has to orfer.
·
·

Abbas, Arafat me~t to d~velop
plan- for dealing with militants
Soraya Sarhaddi Nelson

ro debate how bcsr ro clamp dm\11
on terrorists, while Palestinian leader
Yas::cr Arafar com-cned his executive
JERUSALEl\1 (KR1) · - As committee ar his headquarters in
lsradi tanks, annon:d personnd Ramallah to discuss the matter.
carriers and milirary bulldozers g:ithAbbas and Arafat, who've clashed
cred outside the West Bank city of o\,:rcontrolofPalestinianaffitirs,wcrc
Ram:illah early Thursday morning meeting in Arafat's headqwrters early
awaiting final orders from the Israeli · Thursday morning ro dc-.-dop a joinr
gm-cmmenr, top Palestinian leaders · stratcgyon dealing with militants.
mer in a frantic bid to sta\-c off :m
Abbas, a moderate leader, needs
Israel milituy s:rikc.
. app=-.il from Arafat :r h.: wants ro
Israeli Prime l\Iinister Ariel mo\-c against the militants. Israel and
Sharon com-cned his security Cabinet . the United States ha\"C shoved Arafat
at 10:30 p.m. VJcdnesday to finalize aside as a player in peace talks, but he
deuils on what force to use to respond . commands the loy:ilty of Palestinian
to a Palestinian suicide bombing security ~gencies, particululy on the
Tuesday night that killed 20 people West Bank.
aboard a Jerusalem bus.
The actions taken by both sides
Armored prnonncl Cl{riers also rould determine whether any progress
were spotted rolling into the \Vest is possible on the so-called "road map•
Bank towns ofTulkarcm and Nablus, to peace strongly backed by the Bush
amid cxpecmior.s that any action administration. That plan was prcdiwould be targeted narrmvly at rnili- c:ited on a peaceful environment that
tant groups.
was shattered by Tuesday's bombing.
Mahmoud Abbas, th~ Palestini~ Intense pressure has built on Abbas
prime minister, had met with his to destroy lsb.mic militant groups
Cabinet in G:17.3 City h1Jurs earlier such. as Hamas and l~lamic Jihad,

actions he's wamed would lead to a
Palestinian civil war. .
"\Ve, continue to call on the
Palestinian Authority to dismantle
terrorist org:inizations," said Bush
spokesman · Scort . l\lcClellan.
l\lcCldbn also appeared to give
Sharon a green light to mm-c against
the Palestinians, saying Israel had a
right to defend itself.
Israeli leaders said they wouldn't
settle for Palestinian leaders' usual
round. of condemning terrorist
attacks. "If they do~'t act dccisi,-cly
against those who support or perpetrate terror attacks, any ch.mce or
\ision of a Palestinian state will be
lost for another who knows how many
}-cars; senior Sharon :imiscr Zalman
Shov:ilwamcd.
. After Tuesday's suicide bombing,
Israel broke off talks with Abbas' govc.-mment and shel\"Cd plans to return
four West Bank cities to Palestinian
control in the coming \\'CCks. Israeli
soldiers also conducrcd a raid in the
bomber's hometown of Hebron,
arresting 17 suspected militants.
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car, a nice home, and
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find you that? ~
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GRADUATING FALL 2003?
H~ve you applied for graduation?

If not, please do so immediately! .
Deadline ·to apply for
Fall 2003 Graduation & Commencement.
Friday, Aug. 22 at.4:30pm

Application for undergraduate and la~ ;tudents
are available at your advisement center or at
:· records and registration, woodyA103. · ·
Applications must be c~mpleted and returned t .>_
records and registration·, woody_A103.
Applications for graduate students are avail~ble_
in the graduate school, :wcody Bl 15. Applicatioris JnUSt be completed and returned to·t~e
graduat~_sc~oc;,l, woody ~115.
,.·

."'----

i

The $25 fo~· will appear on ~ furure .
•. bursarstatemenc·d~ri~g the fall ~emcster, 2003. ·

~@ffit

~oot~·
351-1800 Next to Lowis Park Apts.

:lJo you J)£e /Osin!J.?
Choral Auditions .~
Northwest Annex, Room 0133
August 18-22

eJ

.•

Choral Union (Messiah)- Monday evenings, 7:00-9:15
. Concert Choir MWF, 2:00-3:30
Chambcr Chok- Tu~day &Thucidai:

Fi.or ~ore· infonnation conl:lct . ~ · .

Dr. John Mochnick, 453-5800
.. .

·

jvml@siu.edu ,

~
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Iraqis conden1n attack on.U.N~, killing of 'peaceful people'
Hannah Allam
& Ken Dilanian
Knight Ridder Newspapers
BAGHDAD, Iraq (KRT)
- Rows of blue United Nations sport
utility \'eh:cles sat unused Wednesday
in the parking lot of a Baghdad
hl,td.
Instead of distributing water and
textbooks, U.N. employees spent the
day hugging bandaged colleagues
who had been injured in the bombing of their Baghdad headquarters
Tuesday, reassuring one another that
their mission to hdp rebuild Iraq is
worth the risk.
Baghdad residents condemned
the bombing, drawing a distinction
between terrorism against humani-

tarian workers and the guerrilla
attacks on U.S. soldiers, which many
Iraqis consider legitimate resistance to
foreign occupation.
·
"A lot of peaceful people were
in that building," said l\lohamed
Mustafa, 28, · who sat with friends
\Vednesday at a coffee shop in.
Baghdad. "Why did they do this?
Everybody knows · the difference
between the U.N. and the U.S. The
U.N. is here to help us; the U.S. is
here to occupy."
U.N. Secretary General Kofi
Annan announced Wednesday that
the organization would · remain in
Iraq despite the attack, which killed
at least 24 people, including Sergio
Vieira de l\1cllo, the top U.N. rcpre·
sentativc in Iraq.

"The least we owe them is to imposing.~ They hadn't yet rccei\'ed .. ~nfo'rccd ·a co'~crctc wall to shield
ensure that their deaths have not been word on whether their.· program them from possible attack.
in \'ain," Annan said in Sweden. "We \\'ould continue.
"We're the U.N.; we're a peaceful
shall continue."
"If the U.N. was not here, organiz.ition. \Ve nC\'Cr thought we'd
Two U.N. workers in Baghdad Iraqis· would be left with coalition be attacked," said Auriq L:tzar, a
- one Palestinian, the other K1.11yan forces,' and I don't know what kind former_ Iraqi army officer who's the
- said their sense of security had of humanitarian aid . they wo_uld facility's security · manager.· :'Now
crumbled. The men, who declined to provid~; the Kenyan man said.
we ~ii~ be increasing the number of
gi\-c their names because they aren't
At two other U.N. installations, guards•. · · , . ..
. . .
The International Monetary Fund
authorized spokesmen, said they had pri\'ate security officials who· work·
worked in Iraq for )'C3rs, and had for the: organization said they had . and the World Bank, essential players
enjo)-cd the smiles from Iraqi students . increased security measures, .which in efforts by the U.S.-lro coalition to
when their familiar blue truck pulled didn't include a U.S. military presence. rebuild lf:!q's. devastated · economy,
up to dilapidated schools with new At the World Health Organization, said they were withdrawing assess•
math and science books.
for example, Iraqi guards in blue body ment teams indefinitely. Fi\-c IMF
On "Wednesday, · the two 1nen · armor searched each vehicle before staffers were in the U.N. building
pra)-cd they wouldn't ha\-c · to ride allowing it through the 5tccl gate that at the time ·of the explosion, and
four sustained minor injuries, IMF
around Baghdad in U.N.-markcd blocked access from the street.
\'chicles, w)lich they called "big blue
At the United Nations' Food and spokesman David .Hawley said. in
cars that arc too co~spicuous, too Agricultural O1ganizati~n, workers \Vashington. .
·
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In the late afternoon, FBI investigators took control of· the scene of the United Natio_ns
headquarters bombing in Baghdad, Wednesday, August 20, 2003. At least 20 people, including _Sergio
Vieira de Mello, chief of the UN effort in Iraq, were killed when a truck bomb was detonated outside
the building. Tuesday.
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into U.N. compound, FBI agent says
Drew Brown
Knight Ridder Newspapers
BAGHDAD,lraq(KRT)-'-A
probable suicide bomber used a large
fl.itbed truck p-.icked with as much as
1,500 pounds of military munitions,
including a single 500-pound bomb,
to blow up the U.N. headquarters in
Bag!ubd. the FBI agent in charge of
the in=tigation said Wednesday.
SpccialAgcntThcinas Fuentes, the
FBl's top official in Iraq, said human
remains were found among the wreckage of the ,-chicle, :1 Russian-made:
cargo truck, indicating _that Tuesday's
bombing pro!Y.ibly w.i.s a suicide attack.
The blast was so powerful thata bumper bcliC\-cd_ to be from the true.le was
found more :hm 500 },mis m~. ·.
No group claimed responsibility,
and Fuentes said he was nnaw:ire of
any threats made to the U.N. compoond beforehand. He said it \v» too
early io. tell whctha the· attack wa_s
carried out by Iraqi guerrillas loy.tl to
deposed dictator S:uld.un H~ n or

'foreign terrorists. HowC\·cr, suicide
Thedn-asu:ingblastwastl:eworst
truck bombings ha\-c long been a attack C\-Cr on a U.N. facility, and the
fa\-orcd tactic of Islamic militants. ·
deadliest in Iraq since major combat in
A large amount of military muni~· the U.S.-!ed war that toppled Saddam
tions in Iraq arc "readily av-.1.ilablc to· ended more than thiec months ago.
any number ofgroups," Fuentes said.
The bombing came just 12 days after
U.S. military enginc,ers worked a car bomb at the Jordanian Embassy
late Wednesday ~th 'l backhoe and killed 19 people and wounded more
military bulldozer to clear :iway largc than 60. · ·
··
pieces of concrete and twisted meul,
The U.N. bombing further eroded
while soldiers =hcd by hand_ for •. Iraqis' fuirh in the ?bility of the U.S.,i.ctirns. Hopes dimmd that any more led troops to bring SCctJrity. That faith
sumvors would be found. · •
•already had been u~ned as anti·
Fuentes said it would t:ikc :., bst American militants engaged in acts of
:1 couple of days to clear the rubl,le,
.terrorism and as more CM!ilns died in
find ,my mn.tining bodies and collci., the crossfire. ··
.
whatever C\ideno: w.i.s then:.
·
On Wednesday one WC soldier
The· bombing killed more than , and an American contractor working
.'20 people, including Sergio Vieira de as
interpreter were killed in hostile
Mello, the top U.N. cmuy in Iraq, and actions, U.S. Central Comma:id said.
wounded tr.ore than 100.
· · The soldier, with 3rd Corps
Fccntes said accurate figures on Support Command, died when his
c:iswJties wcrc,difficult to pin oown.. ,flatbed transporter was hit with
Some:·· U.N:: pcnonncl . still . were • automatic_\\t..1pons fire in Diwaniyah,
mi.ssing, an~ ·.officials .
lia\'ing •, in 'southcmJraq;wherc' such attacks
:1 difficult ·tinie :·:1;:..-oun1ing ·for. :ill •. have been rare. The intci'pretcr died in
cinp!O)-CCS,
· ·" '..
1ikrit when troops came under fire.
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Law school applicants
•

are up·o11q~·aga1,n.
•

.

David Damron

people fleeing from the :dot:roin ·)awschcols.
• .
.
The Orlilndo Sentinel
bust,-saidLeoMartincz,acadcmic:~:· ,. FAMU is welcoming only its.
deanatthcUniversityofCalifornia se:ond class; but it's grown from
· (KRT) '-- Laura Pierre-Louis Hastings College of the Law in ·roughly 85 to 125 students. And.
. graduated from University of Scuth • San Francisco'.;
.
· . it suffered the same embarrassment
Florida three years ago with a bach- . Hastings received nearly 7,00~ of applicant riches, with 315 vying
elor's degree in art and .then spent,· applications this year, a record that to get in last ye:u-.1d 465 this year
the next three years in rewarding• easily topped last year's· previous ~ a 47-p~rcent spike.
jobs that didn't pay well.
high of 6,059. The year before
. · Barry, now 7 years old, only
A classic starving artist, she is ··::hat, only 4,800 applicants tried received . provisional accreditation
form the ABA last year, so it's just
now among the hordes of college to get in. ·
graduates rushing to law school to
·"Going. to !aw .school for a now bouncing back from years of
escape a struggling economy. Some couple years is a good way to take lost revenues and dwind!ing enrollarc moving right from undergradu- yourself out of a bad economy,- ment that came with that struggle.
ate stints. ,Others arc bailing out Martinez said.
· · In fact, of Barry•s 410 enrolled
from a dismal job market to add a
·Not all graduate schools arc students, 85 students are ones
strong degree to their resumes:
seeing increases, though. Medical going back through another two. "Being an artist was very dif- schools have seen flat. or slightly year run of cla·sses just to get an
ficult,W the 33-ye:ar-old incoming lower enrollments and app!ications, • accredited degree that they thought
· F!.:>rida A&M University College . according to reports. ~nd business · they earned two years ago.
of Law stuc!ent said during orienta- . schools ;,.re seeing broad declines. ·
The state Supreme Court had
tic.,1.Monday at the Orlando school.
Oddly, a bad economy is partly ruled that it would not recognize
"lfl had done very wdl financially, to blame iri those cases, t.oo: Lofty )lny degree that Barry's law school
I would have postponc<l it (law busincu- and medical-school granted before February 2001 - a
school). They say artists do well pric~s arc even further out of reach.· year before it received provision:,!
when the economy is good;
now.
. ·
·
..
· , accreditation from the ABA.
The Law School Admissions_
Lower foreign-student enroll~
Stilt, Barry is witnessing the
Council repcrts that 90,853 people ments due. to tougher visa restric~ ·same clam:>r most other · law
submitted applications to American tions have hit medical schools hard. schools arc: ·897 applications last
Bar Association-accredited law · The brazen corporate: scanJals of year, up from 425 in 2002 ~ a
schools last year __ an increase of the last few ycart steered students • 111-percentincreasc:. "It was either
. more than 17 percent over those from higher business degrees, : get a job or go to graduate school,"
who· applied for · ;,.dmission in Martinez ~aid'.
·.
·
said incoming Barry law student.
2001.
-· · But law schools continue to do a·· freshman, Jessica Garfield, 23.
The University of Florida's brisk business'.
··
..: ·Garfield graduated last year
Levin College of Law set records
Orlando's two newest law ,,from· University. of Massachusetts
the last two years: 2,558 :tpplied schools, FAMU · and · B.1rry Amherst with a psj'Chology degree
for fall 2002, and 3,356 for fall . University"s School of 'Law, ha,·c in hand. ·
·
2003. And it's not just limited to seen the same dramatic clamJr to
"You think you have a stable
Florida.
.
get in, in part because of pent-up major,-. Garfield s:iid. "But there
"\Ve're seeing our fair share of .demand in a region that hasn't had were no jobs out t_here."
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Dana Krzeminski,
an incoming
freshman from
Palatine, shares a
laugh with her
parents, Debbie and
Dennis, while
waiting for her
number to be called
so she can begin the

move-in process.

)

T

barely-~ ,

he~ had
b~ had:·:ill;~in•e.~ong for what; welcoming parents and offering a
to heat the, caith,_when :-woulai. be the departure of. · th:ir i . parents guide to Carbondale as well·,
the hoards came to to'lm,•; sons;· daughters, brothers, and su.-i.1 as·cool steel canisters of water.
Trucks. Vans. Hltches.. tcrs from their once safe and peace~
..;-,.~
Cars. lnsidc them v,as valuable fu1 nests. This was a new chapter in The lift-off
· cargo that would become the next -illl their lives, thefustpagcon their
lt was four hours; 3 a.m.
new residents of Carbondale.
. way to. s_elf-rcliancc and adulthood.. ,Thursday, before any truck,. ,Qt
Whccls from a.round the state This~ !=ollege.
. . .
"- family arrived at any of the. resiand ~eyond. tore up _the hig~ways_
As ~e. ~~f-.arriv~•-.R:-,di~t, d,c_p~. h~ 3cross. ~pus, fresh-:
. and interstates, desnned to· land the· boxeli, '· b_ags,·_.. i:cfrlgera_~ors,;',;.m3:fi'"' mc,,vesm~.~~y,:-, "{hen . the
upon the grusy knolls of Brush La-Z-:Boys; ··couches•; a11d:~ ~h•': Kro;minski~~ ~y, :began their
Towers, the tree-laden banks of bags filled with so· many;dothes trip .to Carbondale. Deborah had.
Thompson Point and th1; rolling •. that hp}fS .in_ the. bags .were. giv:- •., already h ~ the alarm bur quickly
~cak.: ;~cl:?1'.thc s?oozc-:~)lttOn, T!us
pavcl):cnts ;-and;. freshly. m~wed ;-,ing,9'il,:o,~e!.who,p~
Ia,ms ofUmvers1ty Park. ; : .
prcvi~w to .. 011C::SIT,J~ student~ fall•;. ;would be along day•..' ,. , , ,. ·
Although it was 7 a.m. in wardrob~ Frcshma,~ move-in day
The van was·parkcd: outside of
Carbondale and the weather was ·was underway. Those• who arrived their home in Palatine, a nonhwcst
signaling either a torrential ccwn· early enough were rew,vded by an· suburb. Today was the day their
pour or an incredibly hum:J and easier transition into their" rem~· , daughter,· Dana, would be off to
jungle-like day, the swarms l>"crc poraiy homes for the year: ,Those ~ollege. The van had been stocked
artj.11ing. The latter won as. the day who showed up late were 'greeted• arid readied_ the night before, and
wore through;
· ._. \\ith a numlier system that.would D:1.'la had· tiikcti a shower around
. st~ry by MOUSTAFA AYAD
Parents, grandparents, siblings · indicate when they could· begin 10 p..m. since there would be no
phot·os by ANTHONY SOUFFLE
and other cxtranto;is family mem- their movc'-in.
·
time ',in the hurried· lift-off of the
·
.. · · According to C1ystal Bouhl, early moming.
,
=':::?f',c;;-=:-:::::-=;-;-;~:;;;-,--:;;-;,=-;;;::;;,--,-::,:-:::;::=.a!IS'":""
a · publicity promotion's specialDcboraJi,. _Dana's mother, had
ist in. the offi£c .of !h~ c!i=~.ri ·. barely slep~\a !Jalf an _hour due to
of Housing, by the end of the; : mother's intt~tio'!,_ as well as: the
weekend; more than 4,463 single n~·racking i:rpect;ttion of a six~ :
. students had moved into dorms hour drive that lay· ahead, and sleep
around campus. At Brush Towers, ·. was only a luxury. Daria and her .
freshman move-in day welcomed · 16-year~old · brother, · p~vi~, had ·
. more than .1,660 students, with gone out· with friends·· and com~
the street at University home late and were making a raptet
· ·. 1,530.
· · Park.'
· .
··
·
downstairs. · .
· ..
. . .· 'As_ .students and parents were . "The alarm
off several·
· pulling up· their ,•chicles, police timcs,9 Deborah said;
had stationed. thcmsel,'CS around . Dana, the future special cduca.the crowded and. · construction~ • tion major and incoming fres1u!Jan,
obstructed• streets, readying them- had gone out at 11 p.m•. with'.her
selves for,whatviould be one of the. friend she,llad known ~i.nce tlie'agc
., busiest days of the year. • ·• ·. · , . of 3' and returned home to goof
Cars . :· were . . na\i~tirig· around. . .
. . ".'. . ·
· Dennis, Dana's . father, .was
C:irbondalc streets with caution as
pmnts tried to• a\~id construction already dO\~nstairs idling the yan.
and· locate a safe parking spot. By Their journey was about to begin..
!0:30 a'.in., the parki~g lot adjacent Dana would . leave·. cvciything
to the Recreation.Center was com- behind, her. two· frogs, her newt,
· pletely full; The grass field behind her MCockapoo~ cocker , spaniel
the, towers. was already full of cars · poodle mix and her dad's tarantula. ·
whose drivers . h:id ·managed, to And, of course, C\'l:t}'thinge]se ~at
>" squcc;ze through two_ concrete poles was so close to her for so long. · · '
,, af the comer of the parking lot.
. The . Krzeminski family . would
· . More than ·goo volunteers• had· travel five and a hill hours. to reach .
: ~~cd themselves· for: the da}'s .. · Carbondale, grab a quickbit~.to
.· C\'ents,,'the _workcrs·•coming_ from '0at'.Burgcr King•and spend another·•
'. Greek:: : ' ·organizations/~· v:uious ... hour 'and half, waiting umlcr a tree .
. athletic·, teams and · resident life • in front of Schneider Hall, aw:ii~ng .· .
. •. • •.•• •.~ the _day,we~rs on D~bbie, D~j,i(S.:IJiqtfifr;.~efc;c;,~es oilervmel~ea }'1/iti,1 /ql)g !ift.es, irJ!~q~~ Jl.~afa11rf \.<>ffi~.TJ.1~ .yarpo!1~~i .9~:"!1PfC; .;; . :· .. : · . : . •· · . :; ., ;; . . ;,;,
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An SIU freshman turns an
· empty room into a happy home
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;~·
ing for the elevator to· move, but
They unloaded the elevator and her motherly feelings about her first hour of shuteye had not done the
these were the Brush Tower eleva- proceeded to her room. The hall- child to leave for college.
CONTINUEllfROM rAGE 12
triclc. But Deborah was filled with
· - -· · , - . . tors. Deborah thought when the ways of the 15th floor of Schneider,
"J have mixed feelings_," she emotions and had a job to be: done:.
a move-in crew to call their num- teams tame that everything would . looked like a_ cardboard box grave- said•. ~She's the_ first one· going, _ It was time: to work. s
.- ber, 116.
· be loaded at once. Dennis described yard with boxes kicked out in front and I don't know, thetl"'s so much
As Dma quickly sorted through
· Underneath that tree, surround- ttyirig to flag the blue team down of rooms and wounded from their to do and think about· When she's things and surveyed a pair of shoes
· cd by boxes and sprawled in her · to retrieve the rest of the.belongings - travel, bleeding -innards o(;plastic not home, it's going to hit me. I'm that were covered . with Tide:, a
lawn chair, Deborah rc.:alled -why · but them turning a CC'~ ! t:,oulder. In wrappings and shredded paper~ •- - _ ·· _going to miss her.•
casualty -from the trip, .you could
' Dennis' feelings about his first- sense the trepidation and self-...-.Jishe always knew that Dana would the end, _Deborah and Dana where · · Immediately after ·entering the
be a great teacher;
forced to travel upstairs, 15 floors in . roor~, Deborah went to work. After born leaving were not too clear ancc that Dana was beginr.ing to
~She's alway()ccn excellent with the sky, to_ Dana's new home with-·
attempts at ,adjusting the_ either•.
exhibit. Qtiick-footed and ready to
kids, ever since· sixth gr::de when - • out dad or tne fridge. •
·: · room and a trip down the stairs to · "I'm happy to see h~r start a new . get things done, she mow.d rapidly
.. she_ began· babysitting" Deborah· ·'Trapped in a stuffy, crowed ele- locate the pins needed for bunking phase of her life," he said. "She is through· the room, unpacking her
_ remembered.
.
_- w_tor Dana co?ld not help dcsaib- the beds, the room .was set up for - an energetic person to have around, thin~ with mom, of course; right
Dana's · experience as a c:tmp ing her elevator phobia. · _- ~.: the moment · ' ' ·
-• and I'm just excited to sec her pur- behind.
counselor at a· camp for· disabled
, ~en I was in the first grade,. · . -,,-Ju Dennis :wrestled 'and strug- sue a c:trcer: .·.
It was time now to visit Stewart
children als!)_ helped to influence I got locked in the bathroom; she gled.with the refrigerator, tugging
"I'm going to sleep; Deborah
_See MOVE-IN, page 14
her dccision • .-She has never seen said. "My teacher took me to the', and_pulling at the box,-loosening int~rrupted,jokingth_a_t~erl:alian
,children with disabilities as any dif- bathroom which was in our class- · the· device from· the tight grip of,
fercnt fuim cvervonc else.
. room, and I got locked in:' ·
. the ardbo_ar~! Deborah explained
"My. ndghb~r has Down syn.drome, my uncle's sister has Down , -i---,--,,,,,..,,.,-,--,--------,-=-----,~---,,---=------,
sp1drome, and my cousin is in a
wheel chair;•Dana said. ·
. So Dana followed her heart and
her passion for children by coming
to SIU, one· of only: two Illinois ·
c:tmpuses to offer both special c:du- •,
catior: and therapeutic recreation.
they waited for the: sweet · ·
sound of 116 to ring through the
air, Dennis joked about what he:
would do with the frogs now that
.::i ;.,.., ,, -..~ •
Danawaslcaving. \
_
• :~·~-;,~•5';:_- • ·
•can always use the: frogs for .
~ ~y I
bait; he: said ,vith a slightli crooked. · "'71_ ~
.
grin.• They taste like chicken." · · , - ' : •'
_Dana.only stared at her ·dad's
callousness and smiled.
Deborah lifted her head, "That's
our number," she s::.id. "You gotta
make: a scene: ·
.
Withiri seconds, a team ofblu~·
_shirts had arrived to hdp with the:_
move-in, grabbing c:veqihing tl1q<
could. The: team worked quickly,~°'
leaving only the refrigerator and
· the rug, which would be under the: ·watchful eye of Dennis.
Into - the: elevator they. went. Dana , examines a -.can -of soup while shopping for dorm
- Deborah and Dana stood amongst necessities at Wal-Mart· She left Wal-Mart with everything from
549-3646 • IQ13 East Main• Carbondale
her belongings as if she were: wait~ · duct-tape t~ popcorn.
· ·
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Rogers, a resident assistant at
Thompson Point, and, most import:mtly, Dana's boyfiiend of three years.
They met in high school in Palatine.
After some hugs and some wonls in
priv:ite, it was off to pick up the most
important p:ut of C\'l:I)' students life
- books.
As they manCU\,:rc:d the Honda
Odyssey through crowded parking
lots of the Communication's Building,
they managed to lccate the S:udent
Cenrer after a wwng tum and a slight
adjustment.
The team entered the Student
Center bent on the quest for books and
food; it was 3:20 p.m., ccictly si.1 hours
and 10 minutes since they last broke
bread. But first, they had to n:l\igate
through the swarms of new students
crowded in the Student Center. Lines
of people stood outside l\lcDon:ilds.
Lines \\,:re formed outside of Taco
Bell. Parents and students all stood
and watched in anuzcmcnt as more
and more students entc:rc:d the building bent to conquer and retric-,,: their
books as well as some lunch.
As Deborah swam through the
crowds in the bookstore and pla)i:d
with a Saluki jersey, asking Dana if
it looked good, they came upon the
fc:cdingfrcnzy.Jammedbythercscl\i:J
book table \\,:re approximately 50 students, all \V:Uting for their number to
be called. This was not looking g-xxl.
"E\'l:l)'Onc who's been waiting for
more than hour or 45 minutes, please
gi\,: me }'Our numbers, and I \\ill go
locate your books for you; a clerk
called.
Immcdiardy, Deborah turned to
Dana and Dennis and s:iid, "They
arc not organized. Why do \\,: ha\,:
to wait an hour? They did better with
the mmi:-in. Only they left dad with
the fiidgc."
So Deborah took to action. "You
go car and I1I \V:Ut,• she told the hungiy and sl~cpri\i:d troops. .
As if the \roros could nc-,,:r romc
at a better time, Dennis and Dana
headed O\'CC to Subway for a sand"ich .
and a sit-dmvn, the: first since the trip
down. After a quick bire to cat, the ·
ream headed m,:r to the bookstore to

rcndez\'ous with mom. As they entc:rc:d
the mclc:c, Deborah appeared out of
the crowd, arms r:usc:d triumphantly
"ith books in hand.
"Gotta check the books; Deborah
s:iid. "Someone got a b.ig full of wrong
books."
They took to the floor receipt in
hand and began the sifting. Checking
all those that appdrc:d on their book
list, C\'l:l)thing sc:cmed to be in place.
Dana loaded her book b.ig with all the
books and g:I\,: off a sound agony.
"Ohhh," she s:iid." Those books
arc hca\y:
It was the culmination of the day.
Tomorrow would bring a trip to the
bank and Wal-Mart. But first, slc:cp.
Dana headed o\,:r to the dorms
for her first floor mc:cting and her first
glimpse of her roomnure, and mom
and dad retreated back to the Ranuda;
ca::h hca\}~liddc:d.

The goodbye.

DAILY EnvmAN

~i
After coming out of a crowded University Bookstore, Dennis and Debbie sift through· Dana's
brand ·new pile of books. Dana looks on as Debbie and Dennis check the receipts• for any
inaccuracies.
·

The day starred at 9:30 a.m., early
for a trio who had woken up just the Deborah s:iid." She is more grown-up
•Let's blow tlus pop· stand;
day before at three in the morning. It tlian other ones. There arc some who ,: Dennis s:iid.
·
was the second day of dorm life, and ~~do~
~m~~~~~~
Dana had skipped a group dining hall
The errands \\,:re done,· and the Deborah hugged and embraced
session the night before to cat \\ith go!XibJi: was waiting just around the Dana._No tears. Only a sni!Ilc. Dad
Deborah and Dennis and Stewart at comer.
·followed.
Applebc:c's.
As they went to ,isit the donn
"You're on your own'; Deborah.
She had met.her roommate and room they had worked so hard to set · s:iid.
come to the conclusion that she was up, Deborah, in true fashion, took to
"Good," Dana said abruptly.
quiet
the floor, rearranging wires on Dana's
It was off to Wal-Mart for food computer. She sat concentrating on
and an alarm clock.
the \\ires, inrenr on·, resolving the
"fm not an eggs person, so I gotta problem as Dennis sat '
get fruit,• Dana s:iid. •And I ha\,: to
"Too many cooks," he com·
ha\,:Jolly Ranchers."
menrc:J.
.
The father and daughter team
He ,v:indcrcd O\,:C to her side of
joined forces with mother closely the floor to catch a glimpse of the
behind.
work.
One down one aisle, . the other
''Watch the glasses," Deborah
down another, SW'\'C)ing the con- said. Dennis straightened up and
tents of each intently \,ith the goal · repositioned himself
..
of retrieving and lea\ing \,ith time
"It's a sp~hctti bowl back there,"
to spare.
·
he s:iiJ about the entangled ,vircs. ·
"Just want to get C\1:l)thing set,"
And with a final rcpostion of the
Pana s:iid. ''We mo\,:d the room mrcs, they were done. · The tea:n
around again yesterday. I w:is aboutto had positioned themselves in front
take a shower, but her (roommate's) of the computer and took a slight
mom; aunt and uncle helped mo\,: pause.
stuff."
The family stared. The culminaAfter not finding an alarm of her tion of work and traveling had come
choosing, Dana and Dennis decided to an end. This would be goodbye.
to tr:l\i:I to Best Buy ar:d left Deborah
· "Now you can t:ikc off and cat;
to check out.
Dana .:iid, ready for her nC\v inde• ·
"She11 learn to fend for hcrsclf," pendcnce.

The Honda cased out of the
Schneider Hall half-circle dri\'l:. The
car cased out steadily.
Just another stoiy, · just another
family.

&pcrtrr Mawtafa.Ayad
tan«=dxdal
mapd@dailycgyptian.com

I
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Musical
GUJTAR LESSONS CALL Bryan lor

Parts & Service

mot9 Info. 924-4899 I, IMSS.

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mech3llic, he makes hOuse calls, •
3
457 79
• a4.ormollile_525-839 .
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running dales:
1 day
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FROST

REFRIGERATOR
FREE
$125, washer & dryer $200, S10o'II ·
$100, window ale $50, 457-8372.

Motorcycles

~omputers
COMPUTER PROBLEMS? I can
he!p you, 6 years exp In C011'C)uler
sl<ills, A+ & N+ ceAfied, cheap prices, exc references, call Brian 3S1·
03S1. ·

:I. : .:ri;;::::::_ ! ;.7~;,z;:!~~
~M;~~:::~: ~1976 HONDA C8200T, MW tires &
t3ttery, ment cond, 4.200 ml,

10 days
p
.87¢ per line/ per day- ;)

;

.73¢p:~,i~:r~,d~y·
·1 °900 & Legal Rate
$1.75 per line/ per day

~
~
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3 llnss
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~
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Copy Deadline •... ~
·2:00 p.m.
. ':'"
1 day prior
~
to publication
~1

extras, S4000 obo, 549-1769.

1

2

phone lines. wld hookup, nice lo1.
S5000obo. 848 E Pleasant Hilll20,
_1170-48
_ _9-39_1_7 •_ _ _ __

=-=~:fi"a-~~tion.
14X70 FAIRMONT MOBILE home

:=. , .. _,._
j.;.

Furniture

B & K USED FURNITURE 4 miles

·t-= v.-e,1 ol Marion on old 13 111 148,

nexl door to~ Supply, one of the

largest used lurnilure store• In the
area, 993-9088.
·
BUYING & SEWNG USED furri.
lure, antiques, & cor.ectables caD
529-0015 or 2014694.

FOR SALE BEDS, chesl. sofa, end ·
table, lamp, love seal. IV, microwave, wld, range, etc, 529-3874.

$5001 POLICE ILIPOUNDSI .
Cars/!NCl<s/SUVI lrDm $500: For
&slings 1-800-319-3323 exl 4642.

1988 DOOGE COLT•VlSTA Wagon.
darlt blue, 4 cyt. exc oas rrileage, 1
owner, non-smoker, ale, aulo, MW
· engine, trans, $800 cartluretor, ·
seats 7, 5 door halthbacic, $1375
obo, caD 529-4655 ..
' 1990 BUICK REGAL. runs good,
· new transmisslon. white; aD power, a
lot cl new parts, asking $1500, 65119131.

1991 CHEVY LUMINA. beige, 4 dr,
new tires & brakes, exccond,
$1,750, caD 618-351-11538.
1993 OLDS CtJTlASS Clerra S, 4
cir, 60.xxx. ale. new tires & battery,
cruise control. power windows. seats

SPICER WEBS. buy & sel lumilun,
· & colledibles, Old R151 south of .

Carbondale, 549-1782..

TWIN BED $40, Queen sized mat•
tress $35, TVNCR Sllelving S15,
C011'C)uter desk $20, coffee/end table
$5, plastic shelvinQ $7, lafTll $4, ml•
crowave $15, lishes, 549-26S8. :
TWIN WATER BED frame, extended
Jengtti & healer, $200, 684-38n.

Appliances
11111111 AIR CONDmONERS 11111
5000 BTlJ.$45, 10000 • $125, 18000
• $185, 28000 • $265, caD 529-5290.

oeo, i,

$100 EACH WASHER, dryer, refrigerator, stove & f=zer (90 day war•
ranty) Able Appliances 457•n67.

1994 PLYMOUTtt VOYAGER rTinl

24,000 BTU 2 ton, W3ll or window
unit, $250, 457-8896. '
''

& locks. runs greal. $2,200
1MSS al

6111-549-4355.

wn. 7 seal. 6 cyt, 112,xxx ml, no

·, ale. $1200 obo, 529-9450.

.

CAR AUDIO INSTALLER
The area's leading rebiler cl quaiily
consumer eledronlcs products has an lmmedate opening for a c:ar
audioln$Ulle(
. Duties Include the Installation & '
servl::ing ol car audo equipmenl.
mobae video, & mobile seairily
Wo an, looklng for an lndM:lual who
can projecl a quaily Image to our cients & customers, & WOl1< CXllT1forta.
bly In a ver, busy retail envir0nmenl,
we offer oompelitive wages. an exc ··
benefits package, sehedile Is •
. flexible, FT & PT tn avail
'
Contact
Drew Balsma."1
m-334.aM5
Stereo One
. 2355 Sweets Dr
. C'dale II ·.• ~-• •.·

loaded,

1995 CHRYSLER LHS, lu1ly
~-, very rice, al exlras, 98,nx. ml,
$5500, 997-4736.

-

'.

1995 HONDA CIVIC, 4dr, 5 speed,
am-Im cassette, cold ale, very good
cond. 139:ax, $3500 obo, 549-4694.
1996 MAZDA 626 Ix, 4 dr, 5 spd,

·one owner, perfeclly maintained,
• .. , exccond,$3,650, c:an54~-t~< ,
1998 PONTIAC GRAND-AM.~
pagne, i,eat cond, 100.nx ni,
··
$4.500 obo, c:al 611-H31n•.

HUGE YARD SALE. c'dale pavilion
on town squao, salurday Aug 23,
7am-3pm. fumitwe, appl & rruch
more. proceeds go lo charity.

• Rooms

Mon-Fri
8:00 am - 4:30pm

Auto

C'DALE HUGE ANNUAL church
yam'bake sale, furn, household,
toys, Sporting, bikes, clolhes, bag of
dOlhes S1 atter noon Sal. Fri a amSpm. Sal 6am-2pm. University S 51
& Monroe.
'

C'OALE, M'BORO 2 bdrm, 1 112
bath. townnouse, garage, no pets,
1 BDRM APT, close to cur;ius, al
1sl. last & dep $47Slmo, 549-3733.
Ulil Incl, $400/mo, avai now, days
COU)NlAJ. APTS, 1433 E Walnut,
534-2508, nerinQ9 549-8342. •
ver, clean, basic cable Incl, Goss
' 1 BDRM APTS, furn or unfum.
Prope<ty Mgmt. 529-2620.
.
hrllwd flrs, ale_ close to SIU. rn.'SI be COUITTRY, ClEAN 2 bdrm, ama1
neat and dean, no pets, 457•7782. · pets ck, references, S45G'mo, c:al

1 BDRM, LUXURY apt. near SIU,
furn, w/d In BPI. BBQ grills, 457•

2 BDRM APTS, 4 plex. lum. ample
parl<ing, near !"JU, 457-4422.

t!Ct1M DOPLEX, Cla, nm Sunt. $480'm0, 1 yr lease. no dogs,

2 BDRM STARTING $27Slmo,
M"boro, avail now, caD 1-800-201·

FURN APT CLOSE I:> campus.free

4748or924-2915.

DVD pLayerw/lease,dlea;,,caD

·

$40Mno,utilincl,availnow,9853923.

ACS-WlNOOW•small-$45; medi-,
um-$125, large-$190. 90 day war•
ranty, Able Appliances, 457.n57

A GREAT PLACE 10 live, 2 bdtm
apts, W9 pay your ulilily biDs, one
block lrDm C31ll)US. 549-4729.

APTS, HOUSES & trailers, close lo
SIU, 1, 2. 3 & 4 bdrm. no pets, Bryant Ren:als 529-1620 or 529-3581.

SALUKI HAU.. ClEAN rooms, util
Incl, $21 Olmo, aaoss from Sill, sem
lease, caD 529-3833 or 529-38 15. ·

AWESOMEDISCOUNTON2bdrm
apts, as low as $465, near SIU, details 457-4422.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
quiet MHP, must like dogs, $2SOlmO
an ulil Incl, cal after 5pm. 988-o991.

NEED ROOMMATE TO share very
·nice~ In Meaoow Ridge, wl 2
other female. wld, d/w, S250 inc:I water, caD 924-0239.
. ROOMMATEWANTE~
1ow. 1611
hall util, ca1 Katie,..
713-5987.
.
·

mo.

ROOMMATE WANTED, W/0, ale,
dean, quiet nelglmofh0od, 3 bdrm,'
2 bath. 203-1725 leave a message.

WEDGEWOOD HILLS NEW 2 bdrm
townhouse, 2 112 bath. wld, d/w, aD
or pets, caD 4S7-8458.
no· pets, 549-5596.
LARGE 2BDRM APT, wl appl, $400 app1
dep, $450 per mo, incrudes water,
I--------non-smokers, no pets, caD 687-1755

saoo.

BEt.UTIFUL STUDIO APT, west
side cl cafTl)US, newly remodeled,
457-4422.
1
--------- .

DALE AREA BARGAIN, RENT
ARTS AT $230/MD,SPA·
OUS. 1 bdrm apl. -tar & trash
ncl, ale, call 684-4145 or 66-12.
'
'

Townhouses

: LG 2 BDRM, wlex-lg bath, ctose t o r - - - - - - - - SIU, 4-07 Monroe, Incl waler, $500,
cal 559-8672 or 812-867-8965•

---------1

PRIVATE OORM, 112 rri from SIU,
ki1chen, laundry, tv lounge, heat &
ale. orfy $21Mno, 549-2831.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
112 reni. 112 util, for Aug & lllrOUgll
Aug, 45..-0906.

IBORM, NEW ERA Rd, lunished,
$350 incl, ulil + carpor1.no clilClren

3 & 4 BDRM, extra large rooms,
walk to campus, 2 baths, t/a, wld,
no pets, 549-4808 (9am-7pm).
5 Ml FROM SIU, cour.try setting.

APTS AVAIL FROM allottlable 1 .
and 2 bdrm, lo deluxe town houeos,
cal (877) 985-9234 or 527. 3640.

lum spacious home wld.tla. some
uti1 Ind. S20CYmo, 687-1TT4.

brad 457-4123.

2 BDRM. WATER, trash & appl inc:I,
3 rri a 51, S35(Vmo + dep, IP:.se, no
pets, also house, 618-457-5042.

NICE.S170or$180+Ulil & $600
sec·dep, use ol house & yard, Ref
req. 509 N Oakland, 914-844-4649.

FEMALE NON-5MOKER TO share

Re,.sQNABLE PRICE EFRC, 2
blks to SIU, special summer rates
$210, 1 bdtm Mboro quiet $250•,
924-3415 or457-6798.

I

AN IDEAL RBlT, a mobilo home
lrDm, S200-S400, ainl hassle wi1h ,
roommates live by )'0lll'Sell or one
other person, pets o~ 5'~-4444.

Roommates

687-2787.

~ 9-0081.

3 BDRM HOME, for two mature
males ,7 rri from SIU, ulil, wld, sateltile paid, $5951mo,965-6603.

1 MALE, 24 yrs or older, in Sot."::lem
Hills, no smoking, S200 + $100 sec
cep, no smoking In l\p1. email
lhatdleralbertOyahoo.com.

PET FRIENDLY RENTALS: reasonable 1 & 2 bdtm apts & houses In
MborO, 6 mi lrDm SIU, $225-$400,

·=N,::,arqcc-529-•1_696_.--..:..:.~;::
DOWNTOV,N M"OORO, NICE 1 & 2
txtrm, w;iter, trash & lawn inc:I, no
dogs, $200-325/mo, 687-1673.

4422.
1, 2. & 3 bdrm, furn, 5 b1ks 1rDm
calTC)US. no pets, students only,
967-8814, t, mess.

- - - - - - - - - 1

Office Hours:.

~+~~~~

SIU APPLE SALES Center, c.lD 4538967, maes10re@siu.edu, educaliOnal discounts avail, apple.siu.edu

C'OALE LUXURY APT, 2 bdrm, 2
bath. quiet building, SW part ol
town, rel req. $875/mo, 457-354-4.

M1lORO 1 BDRM UPSTAIRS In
house, gradS Ole. $290/mo, trash,
water&tawnlnd,availSep1sl.
549-826!i, 303-8285.
M'BORO EFRC, CLEAIJ, quiet.
wall<-in Closets, water & trash ind,
on site laundty, law sludenls 3 blks
to court 110u$e, $225/mo, 684-5127.

=~~,

M'BORO, 2 BDRM, catpel. ale, no
687
cal
-4577 or

··· Furniture

~~

=~~:.~~~nt ~
NEW RENTAL LIST avail on lror".!

• Recliners - S29(ea.

NICE 1-2 BDRM,UNFURN, i,eat for
grad or professional, $375-$405-.
clep, yr lea.se, no pets, 529-2535.
NICE LG 1 or 2 bdtm, 605 W 0ak,
quiet neighborhood, ca,pel. ale..

$300-3SO, 529-1820 or 529-3581.

NOW RENTING 4, 3, 2. & 1 bdnns,
549-4808 (9am-7Pm) no pets,
rentallislal306W~t4.

• SU!nd•up lampJ
with glass tray - $15/e:i..
• ~ e Lamps - $9/e:i.. .
•Small Lamp<; ~ SS/ea.
•Bedspreads, pictures. .
dr.1pcs. new_carper; misc.

Look for gray trailer at
intersection of Main SlrCCl
& H3lfway Rood
Marion.IL
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NICE 2 BDRM, oreal for grads, professionals or mamed, $440 lo SSOS.
dep, y, lease, no pels, 529•2535.

-1bd-rm-,qu-iet-~-re-a.-c:i...
rpo_rt_&_s-tor-. ...

1

~;:~C:.ts, avaU now, $300/mo,
-2-BO_R_M_,_ln_a_good
__
ne_ig_hbo_mc"C!
___• 1
211 S Gray Or, Jg yard, w/d hoo«-up,
$500.'mo, can 924-4753.

~~~~~=-t~~=":"
=:~: ;:;::-:;:=~
(636)938-6599.

Duplexes

MAKANDA/BEAUTIFUL Vlclorlan

study, 2 balhs, 2 kilchens, mu.Jple

e t , ~ + u~I. 543-6436.

~~~~r~~=~~~~

water & traSh, no pels, $325/mo,
549•7400.
RT 13, BE1WEEN logan & SIU, ~ l
& QUiel. 2 bdrm, w/d, llep, yr lc.ase,
$450/mo & up, no pets, 529·2535.

Houses

bdrm, extra nice, c'air, 2 bath, w/d, 2
decks. no pels 549-4808 (9am-7pm)
TOWNE-SIDE WEST
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES

Paul Bryant Rentals
457-5664.
Cheryl K. Paul, Dave
_we have you covered! .......

I 'EW 2 BDRM, 2 run ba:h, super effi.
cient. furn, r:Ja, d/w, w/d, 2 blocks
from campus, no pels SSSO, 5291422.

Ute &

a

8

2 barm starting al S280
Recently remodeled, quiet, sale,
privale Lau:ldly, yard roaint
p,ovided,
Jg shaded yd, some pets 3r.QWl!d
SdlillillQ Property Mar>agt;ment
635EWalnut
B18•549-089~

'TWO MILES EAST ol !:dale, nice, .
dean, qulct mobile home, water,
traSh, lawn care included, NO PETS,
talo!ng ai:-pfications, 549-3043.

Mobile Homes
SSS I BET YOU WILL RENT, loc>k al
our 2-3 bdrm, S2SO-S450, pet ok,
529-4444.

.......MUSTSEE12bdrmtrailer...:.~ .•

:::::::~~~~.! ::e~[ ~~~:::.:·:::

-• •-..-...-.R-E-NT-TO-OWN--.•. -••-..••.I
• , • , ••••2-4 bdrm houses. • • • . • • •
1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, on
• , Huny, leN avail. Can 549-3850. • • SIU bus route, $235-S350/mo, water
& traSh incl, no pets, 549-4471 .
•.•••.•. NICE 1, 2, 3 bdrm houses~.......
-.East & West. Make us an cffer,..... 1 PERSON, 2 bdm,i::,-;•te lot.
......Now. Hurry. can 549-38501!1........ deck, cable rea<ty, lawn provided,
1214
1 & 2 BDRM HOUSES & A?TS,
lease, SVSlmo, 529•
Q!ntral healing & air, no pels, car12X60. 2 BDRM, rum. nice on Shadpeted, w/d hook-up, 4S7-7337.
ed lot. near Ille rec center, no pets,
457 7639
1 BDRM COTTAGE. cute, quiet. no _re
__
f, _•__ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

~=-~i,';w heat,

NEW 2 BDRM 1 bath, super effi.
dent, furn, r:Ja, dlw, w/d, 2 bloc~
from campus. no pe:.s, $475, 529;
1422. .

alte, 5 4 ~ or 457-5700.

2 BDRM, CIA. gas & heat, good lo-cation, no pels, $375/mo, avail now,
_45_7_•7_145
_. __ _ _ _ _ _ 1 NOW RENTING 4, 3, 2, & 1 bdrms,
<:DALE. 1112 ml S, 2 bdm\ an appl, 549-4808 (9am-7pm) no pets,
, w/d hookup r:Ja, carport, no pets e)tC rental lisl al 306 W College t4.
cond. S5751rno+ lease 985-2229PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3

;

NEW 16X60, 2 ful bath, 2 bdnn, r:Ja,
w/d hookup, walk·ln Closet,
S450/mo, 201-6191.
•

NICE 1 & 2 Bdnn, $180-$275, lawn
& trash Incl, mgml & malnl on

2 BDRM, CIA. gas & heat, good lo, cation, no pels, $375/mo, avail atter
Aug 15,457.7145

FABULOUS 2 BDRM duplex, quiet
neighborhood, :J/c. w/d hookup, pels
Dk, priced lo rent. 967•963 !.
GET BACK TO oalure, In our 1 bdm
triplex apt, off Cedar Cleek Rd,
S3501mo can for direction 457-3321.

~~3~:Ji~~ed &

---------1
SS40/mo,availMayorAug,nopels,
1 BDclM UNFURN, $-lOO/mo, avail
457-3321.
now, pols ok, $300 dep, caD 457·
_22_12.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 t~:~~a~=::izts.

WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 bdrm, furn,
r:Ja, storage, 5380-$480, no pets,
549·5596.

$250- 500 A week, will train lo work
at home helping the US Government
file HUD/ FHA Mortgage refunds, no
experience necessary, can toll free
1-866-537·2906.
AUTO MECHANIC, PT/FT, apply in

~ : " ~ ~ ~ s t Buy, 214 Health
BARTE:~OER TRAINEES NEEDED,
$250 a day potential, local positions,
1-800-293-3985ext513.

1439 E WALNUT st, 3 bdtrns, w/d

$350, 529•1422.

CARPENTERIHANDYMAN, PIT,

=~~;:~

~~:.

~~-~~~have 1091s. trucll

Property

~~~~~~on~

bus route, no pets, 549-04~1 or 457•
0609.
2 BDRM HOUSE. furn. r,ear SIU,
ample parlr.ing. nice yard,
457-4422.
3 & 4 BDRM. large rooms. 21:attu.
r:Ja, w/d, no pols. 549-480P (9am7Pffl), rental r.st-306 W Cot:ege 14.
3 BDRM HOUSE. 6228 Coun!Jy
Ct..ib Rd, w/d, orpel. ate. Jg yard,
shaded & private, $600/mo, 5347659.

3 bdm1 houses, ate. lg yd, w/d hook•
up, lo rent In Aug, for more lnlorma•
tiOn caD 618-549•2090.
3 BDRM, A/C, S650lmo, w/d, water
& traSh inc!. lg yard, 517 N Qakland,
525-2531.
APT, HOUSES, & traiiers Fan '03
fsling avail, 104 N Almond or call
201-6191.
AFTS, HOUSES & trailers. dose lo
.SIU, 1, 2, 3 & 4 bdnn, no pets, Bry•
ant Ren'.als 529-1820 or 529-3581.

BRANO NEW & newly remodeled
on Min St. an amenities indudillQ
w/d, r:Ja, & plenty of par1<ing, please
can Junko Okabe at 534-5405.

2 BDRM, CLEAN, on SIU bus route,
S230-S300, absolutely no pols.incl
water, trasl', yd main! C3D 549-1600.
2 BDRM, UNFURN trailer, $285/mo,
pels Ok, no ate. 457•5631,

CASHIER & WAITRESS, apply in
pef$0fl al 534 E Main. E!M)tian Cor·
ner between 3-Spm.
C'DALE CAREGIVER for senior cilizen, r,ght hOUsekeepillQ and cook·
ing, non smoker, weekends, part•
time, for more Info can 457-3544

3 BDRM DOUBLE wide, air, Pleasant H•1 rd, water & traSh Incl,
S400/rr.o, da)-S 534-2508. evenings
549-e:342.

~:
~~~~~~
sem hours in Child development req,
rewarding work that looks great on
your resume, can 529-1551.

~~~~ ~~~~~

CHILO CARE. OESOTO,FT or PT,

2432 or 684-2663.
C'OALE. $235/MO, NEWLY RE-

opment Center, 867•2441,

~~;,LEi,;'~f~iJ, =r.

traSh, Lawn care incl, no fills. 529.
3674 534-4795,
rentapartrnentircart>ondale.com •

°'

C'DALE. 1 BDRM, S25CVmo, 2 bdrm
water, gas, r.a..n &
traSh incl, no pets, 618-924-~900.

$2.50 & up Imo,

2
~d. ri::a~o%=~
Wa~Mart, 5300lmo, no lease, can
559-3390.
•

~~cias!s~.::.~g:13~.
needs

DISABLED PERSON C'OAI.E
person lo help with In home he:11111
care work midnight and daytime
Shifts available call 351-0652

FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS, MonThur, located dose lo C'dale, can M.
King 618-838-3579.
GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED, Ullimate Gynv,astics
Center, call 351-6296.

AFFORDABLE LIVING.

CAR30NDALE, 2 BDRM, lg old
house, garage and big yard, pets ok,
51D S. Logan, $4501mo, 687•2475.
CARBONDALE. 3 BDRM, lg yard,
w/d, pels ok, 716 N. McKinley,
$500.'mo, 687-2475.
<:DALE 2 BDRM farmhouse, country setting. carport, basement, no
pels, no parties, fishing privilegu,
rel ,,.,.., !625/mo, 457-35-14.
<:DALE. 2 BDRM, 1112 bath, oan.ge, no pets, 1st. Last & dep,
S650/mo, 549•3733.
<:DALE. 3 BDRM, cla, w/d hookup,
basement, no de:JS, water/lraSh ind,
204 E College, $675/mo, 687•2475.
COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, car•
pet. gas appl, c/a. pets ok, $350/mo,
wheel Chair ac:i;ess, 5375 & $475,
alter 5pm can 684-5214 or 521-0258
avail now.
DOWN TOWN ALTO pau, 4 bdrm,
2 bath, fenced backyard, spacious,
rustle & good storage, S600/mo, can
529-5039 or 201-4856.
EXECUTIVE HOUSE. 4 Bdrm,
basement, 1 acre yard,7 ml from
SIU, sateDite, avail now, 985-6603.
HOUSE FOR RENT, 2 bdnn, with
12 acres of pasture,board horses,15
min rrom C'dale, please send inro lo
OE Mailcode 6a87,_boX 1000.

CLASSIFIEDS

DAILY &.vmAN

2003

JUST BUILT 3BDRM house, Mboro
an r,ew appl, w,d. d/w, r:Ja, $2501mo,
1/3 util, Incl water & traSh can Joe

• Furnished •
• Decorated •
•.Washer & Dryer•
_Starting at s240 per month.

Park Circle, College· Arbo:r,
- · .or·oak Hills

·~. ~ I'l~oocfruff. Management

GIANT CITY LODGE
I& taking applications lo hire
Servers, exp pref
· day Shill avaJl,11:ilit:,, b. ,1 plus
we are looking for sharp, capable
people, can 1or ln_lo. 457-4921.

PERSONAL ASSISTANTS & TtJ.
TORS needed on a referral basis lo
assist students w/ disabilities, apply
al OSS, Woody H.ln B-150.

RETAIL Ci.ERK. MUST be "21, ava~
breaks & hDlldays, aJlPly In person,
Wa~se Liquor Mart, P29 i: Main

Pl7.?A COOKS, EXP, neat 11ppeara~. apply In person. Ouabo's Piz•

za, 218 W Freeman.

SCHOOi. !;US orJVERS needed,
C'da:V S Mbcr;) area, good PT
wor1<, we train.can 549-3913or6846911 or apply In person at West Bus
Semce, 700 New Era Rd C'dale,
PIZZA DELIVERY DRIVER, neat
appearance, PT, some lunch hows . across from~
M·BORO DAIRY QUEEN, 1700 Walneeded, ·apply In person, Ouatrcs
nut. II you WOl1led at Dairy Queen at
Plzza,218WFreeman. ·
' . SCHOOi. BUS DRIVERS Pl. &
trans~ drtvels pt, must be 21 years
home, come wor1t for 11S OR any
of age, cloan driving reaml, :Ible lo
PT COSMETIC SALES position. reroalUre, lrr.eres_ted ~~ welcome.
tail exp req, must be able lo work
pass physical dru11 1e$1. & crlmlnal
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Mon, Tues & Thurs, 2:30-5.30, apply baekground test. Bed\ Bus. 549, lot PT del~caShier al Amold'c Mar•
In person, al Merle Norman Cosmel- 28n,
kel.1112mJSOffhwy51,nophone
ics, Eastgata Shopp•,g Center in
VET TECH POSmON avaQ at smaR
cans please.
·
. . • C'dale.'
animal hospital, exp pref, wage
PART TIME DRIVER w/ own truck
PT HELP WANTED, heavy lilting
based on experience, apply In per•
or lg van lo move fumilure and appl.
son at Spears Animal Hospi1al, 3014
req, The Ttvifl Shop, 215 N IDinois,
5.SOI In gas, can Paul 529-3874,
C'dale.
S Illinois ave In C'dale.
HOSTESS, !:OME LUNCH hours
needed. PT, appt/ In person. Qua.
tro's Pizza. 218 w Freeman.

•

DAILY Eovr-r1AN

CLASSIFIEDS

WAJTRESSES-FORUJNCH & dinner, guarar,teed gratully, exc
wage, apply In per,on, ~
Country Club, 6070 C:C,Jr,try Club •
Rd, Mwphysbofo.
W,,NTF.D 21 IRM'l<. VOLUNTEER lo

assist bllrd person. reading anG'or
err.1.nds, caa Paul 529-3874.

Mt- ~~~~~~

;.;~~~~=~= II

HELP Wi1NT£D

=:!;e;i<tude~T::~rator

Momlng ClrculaUon Driver .

S..'"0-648-4849, www.ststraW"~CC<:1

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski &Beach Trips on sale~

orcan=~lodayt

* Distribution of morning circulation route
(Monday - Friday)

-.
·11
l

* Monitor newspaper usage In lo-:il areas

* Morning 8 am.- 10 am.work block
* Must be enrolled fall semester 2003 at
-

HANDYMAN SERVICES, pain!;ng,
hauOng, yanl wor1<. root repair, tree
service & much more. 549-2090.

-·

can 457•7182 leave message.

-~
TOP SOIL AVIJL get :;our top soi In
place fol' tan
drive-way rock
also avail. can 6&7- '8. 528-0707.

p1ar,-.n

FORD ESCORTS & Ford Taurus' w/
medlanical problems. 1993-present
date. 217-~9-

FREE TO A good home, Akil3 lab

mixed. 7 months tld, call 8934553.

SIU for .it least 6. credit hours
• Go?d driving record a must

Complete a OE emplO}Tnent appllatlon avaihble

at the OE customer service desi<

· · '. ·ro~m~..~n'r:,~VfJ;~m:~teict.247

HOUSE CLEAN:NG, REASONABLE
RATES. references, e,q>erienced,

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Motile
Mechanic. He makes house cans.
457.7904 or rn:>bile 525-8391

THURSD.\Y,

I
I

·(Become .part. of'tlii: .· team

I
I

~~~~~~

l:$Daily . ~~~-~~~

~~f:
;
P
t
i
a
n
~f,fssifieds.
.~_;_:_~::_I_j Its

·,R_ ·-

I ••
I.
.

·

• Must be enrolled at SIUC for at .
least 6 credit hours
Must.be enrolled for
· fall semester 2003
• Good ·driving record a must

The Daily Egyptian is looking for a qualified
student to fill the position of promotions .
coordinator. This position entails tht: design
and development of all Daily Egyptian in-house
promotional advertising as well as special
issue promotions and events. Applicants
· should be skilled in desktop publishing, copy
writing, public relations and marketing'. •

in_
ltJ

i

:w
iJ

Must be regi<.tered at SIU for at ieast 6 credit
hours.
·
··
Must be registered for 2003 summer and fall
semesters.
P.R., marketing and advertising majors preferred
but open to all majors.
·
· ··· ·· ·

-~~~~~~

Fill out an application at the Daily

/l1 long as your

§

::};J ad runs in the
~~

ClrcuJaUan Driver
Night Shift

'

just.five

:i~\! print edition.

BELP WANTED .

YJ

•,:~'.j dollars for as

::i@ -

Complete a DE employment appbatJon ;mihl,le
at the DE customer service desk
In room 1259,Comm.Bldg.

Egyptian today! 5~6-331

WANTED
Marion/Herrin
Circulation Driver
• Day Shift. .
• Must have large workblock on
Thursdays.
! Must be enrc!led at SIU fall
2003 for at least 6 credit hours.
• Good d,i;ing record a must. · '·
• Good organizational and customer
service skills a must.
Complete a DE employment application available at the
··
OE custome:r service desk
1 9
'
For mor~1n~~n
247

f ~~3ir~1text.

Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form
20 Auto
25 Parts & Service
30 Mctorcyclt~
40 Bicycles ·
SO Rec Vehicles
60 Homes
70 Mobile Homes
80 Real Estate
90 Antiques
95 Furniture

100 Appfiances
110 Stereo Equip
11 S Musical
120 Electronics
125 Computers
130 cameras
135 Books
140 Sport Goods
160 Pets & Supply
170 Miscelbneous

· 180 Auctions/Sales
185 Yard Sales
FOR RENT
200 Rooms
210Roomm1tes
. 220 Sublea~e
230 Apartments
240 Townhouses
250 Duplexes
260 Houses

270 Mobile Homes
280 Mobile Home l~t
290 Comm Property
300 Want to Rent
310 HELP WANTED
315 Bus. Opport.
320 Employ. Wante,i
330 Serv. Offered ·
335 Religious Serv. ·
340 Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates

.

1
2

34S Free
346 Free Pets
350 Lost
360 Found
370 Rides Needed
380 Riders Needed
430 Entertainment
432 Food
435 Announcements
440 Spring Break

44S Travel
450 Personals
460 •900• Numbers
480W~b Sites

Directions

* Complete all 6 steps.

1 Day.... (3 line minimum) .... $1 .40 per line
3 Days ...........................;..... $ 1; 19 per line
s Day..__ _ _ _ _ _ $1.02 per line
10 Days ......... _ _ _ _ .. $.87 per line
20 Days...............................$.73 per l!ne

.
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* One letter or number per space.

* Periods and commas use one space.
* Skip one space between words.
* Count any part of a line as a full line.

N;;me
.A.ddress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ __

Classmcation # ;

3 -•

Run Ad

0 1 Day
0 3 Days

D
D

5 Days
10 Days
20Days

Calculating Payment·
t.Utiply total runber of fines

times cost per ine u in<fatl!d

under rates. For eqmple if )'llU
n.,afM1&nead for S days, total
tost Is SZS.50 (SI.OZXSlinesXS
clays)':-Add ISC perword/pe,clay
for bold words and 15 c per 5ne/
per clay for centering.

L

TkE DAWGHOUSE
; /tr~tour Guide_ to find!ng the best
,.~k~:'rf
. place to hve

"f.'-',i·;

~)rt7'~?1~.dailyegypti~n.cotrJdawghouse.htnil:
2003 CLASSIFIED
ADVER'l"ISING POLICY
Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertis~ment For E.~rs On The First
Day..._O( Pub_licatlon
The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for
more th..n ONE d.ty's lncolT<'Ct i~s~rtion (no exceptions). Advertisers are responsible for checking their
.. ds for errors on the FIRST d.ty they appear- •
Advcnlsers atopping Insertions are responsible for
checking their aJs on the FIRST d.ty they .are to cease
appearing. The Daily Egyptian will not be responsible
for more than one d.T.y'a Insertion for a classified ad that
Is to be slopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser
which lusen the value of the advenisement will be
adjusted.
•
Clauified advenbuig running with the Dally
Eg'!-pllan will not be auromatically renewed. A callback
will be given on the d.ty oE expiration. I( customer Is
not at the phone namber listed on their account It Is
the responsibility oE the .:ustomer to conr..ct the Dally
Egyptian for ad renewal.
All classified a<lvcrtlslng mus~ be processed
before: 2 p.m. 10 appear In the next day's publication •
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go In the following
iuy'a publication:
Classifled advertising must be paid In adnnce
except for those aecounts ·wlth.esr..bllshed credit. A ser•
vice charge of $25.00 will be added to the advertiser'~
account for every check returr;ed to the Daily Egyptla-n
unpaid by the advertiser's b.ruk. Early cancellations of
classified advertisement will be charged a $2.S0 service
fee. Any refund t1nder $2.SO wiU be forfeited _due to
the cost _of .P~CSSl'lg.
·
All advertising submltt~ to the Dally Egyptian
Is 1ubject_to approval and may bc"rc:vbed, rejected, or
cancelled at any time~ ·
The Daily Egyptian assumes ~o liability IE for
any reason It becomes nec_euary to omit any advertisemcnt.

·ma:n.

Mail to:
· Daily Egyptian
' -_ .SIUC
•. ·. ·· Mailcode 6887 .
Ca~bond~le,,IL629B.1.,:.:

A sample of all
:>rder Items muat be :sui..'mltted .:.nd approved prior to deadline (or publication. ·

.·: No ~d~ ~Ill be ml~lasslf!~•

--

-

-.

-

-

.

)'

-_

'

-

-

_;-;

Pia~ your ad by phon~ at 618-S36-3311 Mond.tyFrid.ty 8 a.m. to 4130 p.m. or visit our office In ilie
Com!flunlcatlons BuUdlng, rcom 125.9•.

n. . ux EoxrwiN

Co1.1.1cs

· by Shane Pangburn

Qormant Life

--------.

~:-~:~~.OOPMUSIP~
From: S1upid,.Jd5ot@aol.am

AMERICAN WEODING (RI
4:00 5:10 8:30 8:00 9:00 10:10
BAD BOYS n (R)
7:15 10:20
CHARUES'S ANGELS:
FULL TIIROTTU! (PG-13)
4:45
FREr.tlY VS. JASON (R)
4:30 5:30 7:00 7:45 9:20 10.00
TiiE PIRATES OF
TiiE CARIBBEAN (l'G-13)
5:00 8:15
SEABISCUIT (l'G-13)
3:45 8:45 9:40
SPYKIDS 3D: GAMEOV:::R (PG)
5:20 7:30 11:30

Subject: Donnant LIie?

•

Shana.

fi,~~~~:e!Hrg--tzis'!~=~
~~~=:.=~ge11hefflllelulure~
YtusTruly,

STAR13 FRIDAY
IIARCIX(R)
BRUCEAUGGKtY(P0-13)

BLUECAR(R)

4:50 7:30 9:$0
r:-REAKY FRIDAY (PG)

Son ..

3:40 5:05 6:15 7:45 8:45 10:1
GRIND (PG-13)
4:25 6:45 9:15
OPEN RANGE (R)
3:55 7:00 10:05
S.W.A.T. (PG-13)
4:35 5:20 7:15 8:15 10:00
UPTOWN GIRLS (PG-13)
4:10 6:30 9:00

Your mother and I

STARTS FRIDAY
FlHCOll)!IDl()(G)

.

MY BOSS'S DAUGHTER (PG-13)
NOWHEREINAFRJCA(R)
THE MEDAWOH

D r i n ~ Rolling Rock $150
Sky Seabreezes $225

a

,

; Daily Horoscope

-QI.,otO~voo\t\Y\\ -([,oto1t600t~\n\

. By Linda C. Black

Better Ingredients. Better Pizza.

LARGE

CSGa@@~@ u:>O~.

"There was too much patriotic baggage as a bald
e~gle, but as a hair-weave eagl_e, I can l'IWlng.•

0.

'

DITHEREP TW I TS -by stan·wauns

$

(O~~:i~-,a~

.$1lREACH ADDiTIONAI. TOPPIN~

54 ·--11·i1:1J 11 ®}&,
Valid only at Carbondale !rication: - ·
· Other fees may apply.· Additional toppings extra.

Expires Aug. 24th 03

,,,,

.

Toda(s Birthday (Aue, 21). You're very popular lhis
year, ""hich could lead to a few new problems. How can
you juggl•i your precious lime to fil in all the lhings you
could do'i You11 have to set priorities. Cel organized, starting now.,
·
To gel lhe advanl~ge, chetk t~e day's raring: IO is lhe
· easies! day, O the most chalf•nging.
• ·
.
,
Aries (March 21-Aprll 19) • Today Is a 9 • Try not lo go
racing all over lown getting lhe lhings you need. You can '
look VelY cool and still get the job done by letting otl,~rs
come to you.
. .·
·
·
T•u~s (Aprll 20-May 20) .. Today Is a 5 .. You m.ty feel .
a little guilty about living in luxury, but you can £el over it.
If you're managing to do it on • tighl budget, you sll!)ldd
feel proud of yourself. ,
· · ·
·
Cemlnl ,May 21-June 21) ~ Today Is an a. Don't lake ·
an)'lhing Ill anyo_ne for granled. Even a person you've
known for • long time could surprise you. Pleasanlly, we
hope.
_
.
Cancer (June 22 ...July 22) • Today Is a 5 • Seems Ii~ ;
everything and a-erybody's t,ying 10 gel you olf lrack. If you
stic!: to your budget, yoirr morals and your standards, you'll
be much better off.
. Leo (July 23•Auc. 22) • Today Is a 7 • Your sweelheart
is probably Jl'Ur best friend, too. You have other friends,
.
lhougb. so rivalries could develop. Be diploma1ic. •
Vireo (Aur. 23-Sept. 22) ~ Today Is a 5 • The highest
form of enligh1enment is to serve one who se1Yes. So go '
. along wilh suggeslions from someone who has your best
. · ·
.
interests 11 hearL '', ·
, Ubra (Sept. 23•0ct. 22) • Today Is an I ~ .tven if you
fear you're making 111is1akes, you can'I afford tu stop.
Besides, at lhis point it's hard lo tell whith decisions are
misiakes. Withhold judgment. You'll b.e pleasantly sur• :
-prised.Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) • Today Is a 5 • Be on the
lookout for an •xc~llent deal on something you want for
your home. This purchase could tum out even better than
youexpect..-J. ,- .. : ·, ·,· .····
_ \'
Saclttarlit~',Nov. 22.oec. 21) .. Today lun a~ lri''.~e
middle 'of lhe process, it's hanl 1ci cell :1 it's working.' :Jy .
now you should be able to see the light at lhe end o! the'

Register at One Stop to.win a Corona Scooter.
Drawing on Thurs. 28th

.

5. Th~

· tu~:';,-;-;,m
111) ·• ~oday Is a
Job' :
wiU turn out to be more complex !Mn you first thought. If
you concenlrate on doing it wel~ the rewards ·,Njll be more
: abund,nt lhin you first lhoughL
Aquarius (Jan. 20•F1b. 11). Today Is •n. --A person ..
you care •bout Is capliv~ted b)· your charms. Unfortunately,
he or she isn·t the on~; one. S<> m~ny admirers, so littl~
timel Set priorities.
. , . _ . . .·
. · ·
... Plsc,is (Feb. 111-Marc..'1 20) ~ Today a 5 ~ Chedi the .
bulletin boards for dea!s .in 1<>melhing you need for your;
home: You_ don't_ have I~ p~y retail for:the perf~ct ~ing'. ~ \

Is

•

': . (~) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERviCES iNc..: .
O,.tributed by Knight Ridder/Tribune

'

Q-,nv&mmw

COMICS

Crossword
ACROSS

I

l

~~~

,.

14 Touehed down
15 Czar's decree

"
'°

..

10 Junk e-mail

16 lmmaculalo
17 Chapter

r·

I

,.

!!it~

~~~

.

l:WJ

~ ZI

IU

.,

II

..
1··
,,

ti

" " ~,.
~-"'
,.

".. .

~

11.bdlvisions

21 Dellalolower
23 RemoYCS lal

.

,,

....

~rSSlve

.

~~:'sorg.

40=i~
41 Buffalo minor,
Mii!and
45 Remows latllet

~~e

House
rejections

· 58 Alda o, Ladd
59 Companions of

ct,otolalo
bl.Mies
62 Memorandum
63 One aibic

~

R&J"'

a Queens leM11
stadium •
9 Hit 1or Aretha

1O ALins

g
J:=:i:11~d
13 SlgniPy
18 Tipper's last
name
22 Blae!< and Red
24 Aluminum
Silicates
25 Do Ille town
27 Object mldly

=~~swo :
decimeter

66 Dental llllng
67 BJg top
DOWN

1 l3eanes
2Mll;>ollots

3Elhoreal
4Scl-flclaalc
5W!'lte-root
plants

.,~

~··
g:

& Alias
7 Barrcom spigot

47 In hmmooy
49 Leaa:ng man

so Adress Shire
51 CaLlomia

observa:ory

ml'.'

.,
"'

¥a~'ia~5;!eler

31 Emerald's
mineral

32 Unatielosll
sbl
35 Grannv
39 SUl)ferne
41

ea 01 moonlight

"2 Kibbutz reslclent
43 Softly resonan1

-46 ROCl<s

.. . ,,

..

'Ill:~

J.t

M

~.,

c ....,....,. _ _ _ ..._
.. . . . , , _

lcoguo1oam
44 Bradbury and •

54

.. ..

~~

emanations
36 Farm lay,r

.

.,

·ffiii""

ll

30Wintermelon

37

"

"'

33 French pronoun
34 Polpourrt

·

byJ. Tierney

·~1

.. . .
~=~my. . ~··. 1'». ~1H
Darkness• wrller
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Adam
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Solutions ·
~ ). y , NI
~ II 3 .l I 1
0 ii II 3 .ls V 3
II y
S 3 0 .l 3 /I
,c: V I 1 y .l II.' II
).
0 3 .l I N n ' s
s). VU ~ s N 0 S I
=Y d V .Lil 3 0
PJ:S Hli!l s .l N 3 ::, s
V::, !l! .L I d
V 9 y
. . ,e;
3 3 !!
" 0 1 I S d 3"'
VO
Ii s H d y II
3 II n d ~ 3 S V ,. n
l'I V d S Ii II y .l V .l

.l N 3 .l
D \I , s

so

,.,,,.

~"',

s
s ,

s

, a

48 Sladiumlevel
51 Ut!er

brt:alhlcssly
52 Shaving-aeam
. lngrecfent
•
53 Whal to be I'!\,: !

as .

.

,,,.,.
"'

~ s 3 3 .l
ffi J .l O ..
[!l N y 1 V
1 V d
\' .l SM<_,

no

3 S r1 I ti
0 El Y N n
)I

3 3 ff

ll 3 , , 3
3 II
11.l
OU
0 y
l'il .l

ii!

s

.,.,..,.,.a
::, 3

).
11
I
V

.ls
V d
1 y
d :l

55 LascMous look
56 Flr.ll gowmor cf
Ala$ka

57 Mil rank
60 Letters on
McGwtn,'sap
81 Pekoe. e.g.

Qi·-~_
.o··

B_

Sherbert

-Jfc
.

j

y'''It's AH About The Taste"
5 $522. All You Can Eat Buffet

'

fl

Dally

~
SPECIAL~
BBQ
OieeseFries $4.95

BBQs!.!;~1an1

Smola! Part. Smola! aidtl. M.ahcd l'wlm .t. GmJ.
Coleslrw. Bab,! Bam.Jdlo.Ccn.Gr=i 11cm

Watch For Our
D n·nk .S pec1·ats

. :

~ fries mxxhcrc:d in Come watch Monday Night Football on
c1iecse am~ with either our Projection and Blgscreen 1Vsl .
chicken.~ brisket.

BBQW"m;(9pc)

· -Hota-Hottcr$3.75.

529-0123 .
104 W. Jackson, Carbondale
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SPORTS

Scandals. c;ll"~ nofliip_g·n~w
to recruit like other te.ams · .to Baylof:atlu~tic:~ prqp
Minnesota finally .abl~

Brett Angel

.. .

.

Minnesota Daily (U. Minnesota)

l\llNNEAPOLIS (U-\VIRE)-\Vhen
DJn ;\-Jonson hit the rood the morning ofJuly 8,
it m.1rkcd a new beginning for the Unn-=ity of
Minnesota's men's basketbill program. Not to
mention a long-awaited end.
July 8 was the first day of the 2003 NCAA
basketbill recruiting 5C:ISOn. It was also the first
time in four ycusat Minnesota that Monson and
his coaching staff were allowed to recruit players
without restrictions imposed on the program
stemming from a 1999 aa.lcmic SC1ndaL
"In some ways, it represents the beginning of
Danl\lonson's= [at .MinnC50ta)," Minnesota
Athletics DirectorJoel Maturi said. "I don't know
if people und=tand the difficulties he faced and
still faces."
Since i~tigations in March 1999 m'C3led
former athletics tutor Jan Gangelhoff wrote 400
papers for at least 18 players m-a a six-)'C3r span,
Minne50ta's men's basketball team has been
hamstrung by a series of recruiting regulations.
Following penalties handed out by the
. uni\'CI'Sity and the NCAA, Minnesota forfeited
40 percent of its allotted recruiting days during
summer C\-aluation periods c:ich of the past four
}'C3I'S.
\Vhen allowed to recruit, the men's basketbill
staff had been allowed just two coaches on the
rood at a rime compared to three like other

programs.
The 20-day evaluation period ran from July
8-17 and again from July 22-31.
"Basically, our recruiting opportunities had
: been cut in half." Monson said, pointing out his
staff was csscntiallv allowed 28 total C\-aluation
· days each )'C3r compared to 60 for other schools.
'. 1nc one thing I don"t want to do is nuke
cxcuscs. You still ha,-c a job to do and you ha,-c to
, do it under the guidelines that an: set for us. But
the fact is it's been a mote: challcn!f;ig thing to do
here at Minnesota versus other schools."

. Jennifer Autrey , _,: ·.·.;.
,
.... , . , : On the. tape, obtainej di- .that: ri~e. by
The Gophers will still be limited to a maxi· Knight Ridder Newspapers
· WFA,VCh;: 8, Haller urged W.heclcr to use
mum of 12 players on their roster [compared to
13] and will lose one scholarship during the
,
.
.
.
• the money for car payments.
·
..
upcoming 5C:ISOn. As an institution, the uni,i:r· FORT WORTH,Tcxas(KRT)~For ·•· :so I want you to·takc this check to .
sity will remain on probation_ until Oct. 1, 2006.
:a second time in its history, the Baylor com- . the bank; )'OU gh-e it to the bank, and )'OU . ·
munity has been embarrassed by comments tell them this ,is for January, .February and
Bur as far as recruiting goes, l\ linnC50ta
caught on tape from a head basketball coach. · March; :i \'Diec identified :as Hailer's said.:
'\
coaches \\ill finally !>c back•on_a IC\tl pla)i\lg·
In 1985, pla)'Cr John Wheclc:r·taped.a
Haller~vasalsotapedtcllingWhederthat ,.
fidd.
Monson realizes most critics :md fans of his
conv-:rsation \\ith coa.:h Jim· Haller as· they : he knew the pb.)'Cr had been using _steroids.
team don't truly understand· the disach-an1:1gcs.
discussed possible: drug use and illicit pay- ·Haller later denied that he knew anything
that came with the rcguutions his program had
. , • • · ·
·
.
about drug use on his team. .. .
:
ments. .·
The circumstance<;, though less, 51'.rious, · The Haller tape led to his resignation :md .
to deal with.But being hdd to the same standard
arc eerily similar to what happened t('_.:oach : the NCAA C\'Cntually put Baylor on probaas MICI)'One else, he feels, is a testament to the job.
his staff has done.
Davc Bliss from July 30-Aug.. 1 just ~r a •tion for.two years.
week before he resigned. An assistant coach, · · Baylor. was· placed on · probation · again
"Tiut's been our job - to make sure the
. Abar Rouse; secretly taped Bliss discussing - this time for fo-c )'C:ars - in 1994 after an
whole stare of l\linnC50ta basketball was not
drug use among pla)i:rs. More · shocking, . iO\"CStig:ition found that coaches were illegally
crippled · because of these sanctions," Monson
the tapes exposed how Bliss schemed to hide · doing corrcs;,or.dence \\'Ork to g:iin academic ·
said. •Jn that regard, I take it as a compliment
improper payments by encouraging pla)'CI'S to . credit for plar-=
that \\'C got through this \\ithout it being some.
falsely portray pla)i:r Patrick Dennchy,.who
An FBI. inquiry resulted ·in mail and
thing that C\"Ctybody saw each time we stepped
on the coun."
·
,vas allegedly murdered by. a former team~ · wire fraud convictions against three assistant
Although the G<iphr:rs ha,-c been criticized
mate, as a drug dealer. . . . . ·
. . ·. ·' · :: coaches. Former head coach Darrcl Johnson
On Friday, assistant _coach Abar Rouse ·. was fired.
.
.
·
in recent)= for their inability to land many of
the state's top-tier basketbill prospects, they \\,:re
provided the tapes ro the committee invcs.ti- · · .· . In this most recent scandal,· Baylof preiable to COO\ince Rick Rickert, Adam Boone and
gating improper payments to pla)'Cts. ·.
. · dent Robert Sloan announced he was placing
In the 1985 episode, the tape showc~ that · the proi,'ta·m on at least two )"Cars' probation
most recently Kris Humphries - all Minnesota
Haller ga,,: Wheeler Sl72 for holiday food:. and that Baylor would be ineligible for postnati\'CS - to commit to the program.
. And they did so despite being able to iO\ite
allowance C\..,n though \Vhecler had lef~ the season play after the 2003-2004 season. The
a SC\,:rdy limited number of recruits for official
team a~d was indigiblc. ,
NCAA is also investigating.
·campus vi.~its, another penalty imposed on the
:tcamsina: 1999.
Jeff Hagen, :a senior projected to stan in the
. Tickets are S27 per person and ~·n be pur•
Gophers frontcoun this season, decided to attend
chased at Student Center Check cashing. The
.Minnesota three }'C3rs ago despite not being
cost covers a ticket to the game and roundtrip
offered a scholarship or iO\ited for an official
_bus fare.
· · · · · ,. .
'.
,isit.
•
.
A soccer referee clinic will take place from 9
"I knC\v this was where I wanted to be,"
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at the Sports
with
Blast Indoor Soccer Faolity at 1215 E. Walnut SL in .
Hagen said. "P•1t I had the time of my life on my
·· · ~-i~ the 'w;,r~ is a Sept' 6 trip·,;· Cape
carbondale. Call 529-5511 to register.
official ,isits [,'O other schools). 11K>SC visits an:
Girardeau. Mo. lo watch the SIU football team
what really sell players."
.
·
· • take oo SEMO. The game win be televised on
trip
·• Beginning this }"Cat, the Goplicrs will be
Fox Sports Midwest and Fox Sports ·Chicago.
. allowed to grant .the standard .12 official visits
SPC Travel ·:s organizinl! a trip io SL Louis to Tickets can be purchased al Student Center Check ·•
· to pla)i:rs of their choice. That number had been · . '. watch the cubs and cardinals face off in Busch Cashing and indude game ticket and roundtrip
bus fare.
·
; St.1cf111m on Aug. 27.
reduced to six since 1999.
·.
·
·· "

l@•1#iUM=I

Soccer referee camp
this weekend

Pack stands

··SPC organizes road
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director RickHartzeu; that means· rate •. But. they•·aren't. the only··
dividing his workday to make sure low-profile u11ivcnity A.Ds • who
no aspect of his job receives the have missed the bonus boat. The
bulk of his attention. Hartiell said solC' supplement to West Virginia ·
even more :axing.
he spends 40 percent of his time athletic director Ed Pastilong is a·
. "The duties of athletic directors fund raising, 30 percent dealing SSO bonus, which_means hi; would ..
arc pretty similar across the board with personnel issues, 20 percent hav"e to work another 36,000 years
except when it comes to those that -working with student-athletes and to approach llarnhart's bonus. ·,. -. •
have football and those that don't," 10 percent on other issues that pop . That is fine with IU prof~ssor
, _· : Murr:iy Sperber, a frequent critic
Kowalczyk said. "Football is such up during the day.·
• a major sport, and it really makes a
"A lot of times, it can feel like · -of college sports' excesses, : who
substantial difference.•
· you're a puppet being pulled in al.I . said that athletic. directors are .
Perhaps the most prominent sorts of different directions, but a vastly overcompensated and their
example of the burgeoning bottom lot of days you just have to_ deal robust earnings are pnc of the preline of ADs is Kansas University, with whatt'ver. pie hits you in the vailing glitches iri the educational
home to · one of · the nation's face," Hartzell said.
. system.
·
most storied .athletic . programs.·
· But not all middle-tier athletic
"ADs are not brain surgeons•.
When Bob Frederick arrived in · directors'. salaries lurk belO\I( the . They aren't even as smart or as
Lawrence in 1987, hk, base salary national average._· University of _well-trained as an average English
· was just S74,000. By the tirrie he Nevada at Reno athletic direc- professor,• Sperbc,- said. "Few of
left 14 years later, it had ballooned -tor Chris ·Ault's annual salary. is them end the year in black ink,/
to S166,000.
$206,000; enough -to fut him in and even fewer of them arc worth
Frederick's' salary was among the. upper echelon· o ADs: but what they're getting paid.
"If they produced the results
the highest in the _nation during still far behind that of University
ten,µre, ·
of
Nevada- ·that they do in the actual business ,
his
Vegas world, they would be out of jobs .
but it pales in·
Las
comparison to
' ' A lot of times_ it can feel
head football tomorrow:
those of his l.ike '\/OU're a p~ppet being pulled coach
· and
· \Vhilc the increase may not
.1
former athletic sit well with Sperber, there is .no
successors. Al
_Bohl . : signed
· in all sorts of different
director. John disputing that AD s:i.laries :uc on
on to replace
directions, b11t a lot of days
R o b i n s o n , the upswin6, is the pressure on
Fr c d crick
whose
sal- • them to prpducc results. And the. in 2001 for
you jllSt have W deal
ary approached trend is likely to continue accordS255,000
a
with_whatever pie hits yqu
S 5 7 5 , O O O ing :o Sperber.
. · _ .
year, only to
annually.
_ _•The pay will keep going up .•
be fired this
in the face."
ll
u
t because university presidents and
spring. After
..;. Rldc Hartzell Robinson, like trustees arc somcho\V convinced
Fred crick's
athletic director, Northern Iowa · many _' 'ADs, r.hat their particular AD is going
dismissal, Lew ·
· had the oppor- to turn everything aroun·d and ·
Perkins stepped
tunity to boost win · champio!lships, make huge
in and inked a deal s:i.id to be in his salary through bonus clauses . amounts_ of money for the school ·
the neighborhood ofS400,oqo, far ·.and pcrformance-bned inccn- and nm a de:in program totally
below the U.l million doled out th-cs. B:i.rnhart and Jorn Jurich populated by wonderful student·
annually to new men's basketball at the University of Louisville are athletes, .almost all .of whorri ·
coach Bill Self but still nearly among the_ athletic directors with graduate from the school,• ,Sperber ,
S250,000 above the national aver- the most lucrative contract stipula- said. "As. long as people believe ..
age.
.
. tions. Jurich can more than double this fairy talc, they will pay top
With an athletic budgcJ of'. his annual: sal:iry of S226,018 . dollar to their AD."
.
ne;1rly_ S27 million, Kan,as can . through incentives, earning.up to
Bui: for Hartzell, who has.been .
affordtolavishlyrcwardil!tadmin~. · an additional S160,000 annually AD of Northern Iowa for. four
istraton, a luxury not enjoyed by if Cardinal athletic teams meet all years, the most important thing is
lesser-known schools like those of . their goals and a stoo;ooo more if being able to keep a positive frame
the .l\lVC.- For .Kowalczyk, trying . · he completes a longevity clause.
of mind despite the peaks and val. to compete. with national· powerllarnhart's contract entitles him lcys of his profcssic:,n.
houses such as Kansas on a budget. to an extra S180,000 :a )"Car through
"There's going to be wins and
ofjust S6.3 million can prove t<>. be· similar bonuses. llarnhan's inccn- losses, and there's goi~~ to be some
a challenge.
_•
tivcs at Kentucky are actually coaches and pla}-crs WhO do cvcry•You have . to dc\·otc a sig- smaller than the ones he cnjO)-cd thing right and some that make
nificant amount of time to fund at .Oregon State, where he once mistakes,' Hartzell said. •nut if ,
raising, marketing and selling rcceh-cd a. $100,000 bonus after you have the right pcrspecth-c, i
tickets, but you also have make th:: Beavers' football team scored a none of that matters."
·
sure you can keep the focus of the berth in the 2001 Fiesta Bowl.
programonyourstudcnt-athletes,"
No such bonuses can be found
RtportrrAndyHoronzy
KO\valczyk said_. .
.
.
in the .contract of Kowalczyk or .
-., ran ht rtarhtd at
.. .
Fo1 Northern Iowa athletic M)-crs, who each arc paid a flat
ahoronzy@dailycgyptian.com
·, · • 1 OOITTll<'UEO FROM PAGE
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. Hoosiers hired a new anching staff.

That staff, headed by Gerry
DiNardo, wanted to; move Fields
primarily to wide rcccivcr and utilitize
The _fact that·they have ·aaJUStcd his speed.· Fields, though, wanted to
to the r;chcmes has also allowed io , remain a quarterback and thus is the
them to get a fccl for one another ·on · rrascn he is at SIU. While Fields has
:, the field.
•
been working a lot with the second: •once you get the field, e1,i:ryone string offense at receiver, Kill has
depends on you to get the job done," been allowing him to get some reps at
Vance siid. •once they get that trust quarterback, and Field has shown the
that you'll get it done, everything will : potential to be "special"
·· tum out OK.•
, · · ·
. "He's behind on the _learning
James Fields has turned afew hc:ids curve,• Kill said, •nut he is learning
with his imposing well-built stature · very fast. He is going to be a good
·on the dcfensni: line. Across from:, player_ here someday:
.
· the ball, Elmer· McDaniel appc:irs
But while all the newcomers have
to ha\,: won the starting center posi- · · been able_ to show solid and reliable
tion. McDaniel threw a hcllacious play thus _far into fall practice, Kill
block at Wednesday's practice when · won't know exactly what type of class
starting quarterback Joel Sambursky _he had foranotho-ww-_
threw a screen pass to running back ,
"I won't know hO\v well we have
Muhammad Abdulqaadir. ,
rccruitr.d until we play some g21I1es,
Two dcfensn-c players drew near though," Kill said. "If I knew who .
Abdulqaadir, but McDaniel threw a . wa.s going to step up this season,
•: crushing blindside block that knocked I'd be making a million dollars.
both dcfensi\,: players on the ground. • I didn't know, _that Muhammad
· One· intriguing prospect has been [Abdulqaadir] wa.s going to step up
·
Unni:rsity oflndiana transfer student that much even."
Jcrohn Fields.
Fields, a red shirt freshman hybrid
RLJ,ortrr Zack Crtglow
mn ht rradxd at
of quarterback/wide rcceivcr, trans~
zacglow@dailycgyptian.com
fcrrcd to SJU this summer after the
·

, · ·· ·
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about it," said Kramer, who has actually dropped his weight to 300 pounds.

_ _ _ _co_ITTI_NU_ED_FR_o_M_P_A_G_E_22 _ "Ibe thing is I have confidcna:in is our

roaching staff and our training staf£ •
him, is physical play that has oo'C!opcd
The reason Kramer has that confiwith the increased size.
dcn:e is because the players condition
· "A lot of these: guys came in here themselves throughout the SUllll11C1' to
· :afew years ago. as puppies and were get their bodies in shape so they won't
, . soft," Koutsos said. •But ':oach Kill put their lives in jeopardy.
and [offensi\,: line coach] l.imcgrm-cr
Also, duri.-ig practice, there arc a
ha\'C worked them and worked them. number of trainers on hand in ase
·· Now these guys arc pit bulls."
some player docs become m-crhcatcd.
SIU, though. is multidimensional
"I don't know of too many teams
as well. Instead of being just big and that ha,.,: two trainers at C\'Cl)' (pr.u:ticc]
slO\v, Kill bclb-cs his squad is also station," Kramer said. wilicy squirt cold
athletic and has the ability to move.
water on our backs and Cooch Kill does
"\Ve arc not slow slu~• Kill said. a great job ofgiving us breaks. He can
"\Ve ha\,: D-lincman that arc 280 sense whcirn,: need :a break.•'
pounds and can run 4.7 or 4.8 i:40The hope is nmv with· that
meter dashes]. We arc forrunate that inm-ascd girth, the confidence will
we got big quick kids:
· translate onto the field as well. ·
"Even :. though those guys got
With increased size, howc11cr,
comes increased risk.
·
some size, they still lw.='t played
, In lieu of recent fatalities in sports, much college football yet," Kill said.
many of which im-oh-cd m-crwci6ht ••Experience is important, too."
athletes pushing themselves too nan!, ·
players and coaches both ha\,: to be
&porter Zad Crrg/Jw
cautious.
ran ht rtadxd at
•rd be lying ifl said I didn't think
zacglow@dailycgyptian.com
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tate somcon·c before his football ing women's basketball games parking lots.
their starters.
career, which coul:i be very long, ·is. pretty enjoyable. The Dawg
Names to know: Sonya Locke
Pitcher Amy Harre throws ;m
. is over.
·
·
Pound is kind of like a mini-cult, (head coach), Carrie Shephard armo<:-piercing fastball and for the
McAndrcw is an ugly stadium :and after every three-pointer a (middle blocker)
first time in Saluki. history, the
down for very long. Also, if the
Volleyball· is returning ._ only team is also oackcd with offensive
weather is cold, do not bring a_ - re:.! ugly - which . may play. T-shirt is thrown into the crowd.
jacket. It will fall . bctw~cn the a .part in why few tailgaters ever \Vith the low attendance, you may.:_ one starter t<> its lineup f..,!low:ng pJwcr. Jenny Doehring is one of
ble:achers as soon· as you set it make thrirwayinto it. But mostly, leave your freshman year with a;' arguably the greatest ycaiin SIU the. scr::ppiest players I have ever
foo_tball cannot compete with beer dozen of them.
·
volleybaUhistory. Last year's team .seen and Katie Louis, who set a
down.
on this c:ampus. They are· •beer
took sccor;d at the MVC tou~a.: ·· freshman home run record· last
:• Football
drinking fans; as 'our esteemed Baseball
ment · b::hind ,Norther~·· Iowa, season, should hit a ton of round~
Ven~c: l\kAndrcw chancellor once called !hem.
·.·, Home· ·Venue: Abe: Martin which is natiom.lly ranked.
:
trippers.:
1 . Home
Stadium
But both football and beer fans ', Field, across _the puking lot from
. You
likc!y tc ._see a· lot of · · Before · you . go, know . that
Names to know: Muhammad arc SIU fans, so I encourage you SIU Arena '... .·, ... • ·
confused freshincn··on :he .vol-. softball is uot baseball, so do not
Abdulr;aadir · (running _ back), to join them.
,, _ Names tc-. know:,P.J; Finigan, -leybaUcourt this'ycar, but nights· expect a_ ton of scoring. Also, try
Tom Koutsos (running back) Joel .
. •
·. •
'(Cory Newman and many othcn
at Davies arc a blast. There are to stakc''out a spot on the first.:- Sambursky ·(quarterback), Alexis;. Women's basketball
·'~\.The baseball .Salukis fell- one giveaways at .nearly· C':'ICrY match base side in the back. If you sit on
Moreland (~rec safety). •
Home Venue: SIU Arena
· game ·short of an MVC tourna- and last year a pair o( fellow . the third-b.i.sc side the sun will be
Normally, SIU football is the,_
Names to know:·. Lori Opp mcnt crown this summer, :and DAILY EGYPTIAN sportswriters · . in your eyes, and if you sit up front
ugly stepchild of Carbondale no c (head• coach), ·· Dana_ · Pinkston · will be returning a pretty dcccnl '-::;,won train tickets-to. Chicago and . you w_ill not be _able to sec a play at
one pays attention to, but those . (point guard) ·
•·
·
. team.
,.
· · 1:·
New Orleans, respectively.· . .(;the plate,:_
Of· course .as a student, you ._ •Arid personally, I justHke vol-' · ·
who ignore the Saluki, this season .
Last season· was a disaster for
·. do so :at their own risk.
SIU .. women's ·· basketball, ; and . may .be . more_· interested in the leyball. I w:.s their beat-writer last · Small~r sports: · ·
The Salukis arc primed for the '.upcoming season, barring an · . unique form of tailgating than • year and became .:i fan forlife. My : SIU also . has teams in men's
their best se:ason in a decade and_ ·.unforeseen miracle, coald be just in baseball•. Alcohol, as welLas •advice is to give it a"chance. •
and ~oe1cn's swimming and div·. trucks and portable.furniture, are,. ..·. ·• ·
'
. ing, cross country, golf, tennis an-i
possess two of the most dynamic :as bad, if not worse. . ·. ·
players in the conference in
The Salukis h:avc pos:ed a· allowed on: the·. hiU overlooking ~ Softball: .. · · · :· . ;. .
· ' : . track and field. The most popular
Abdulqaadir and Moreland. ·
:34.102 · rc!cord during· the past ; the first-base side of Abe Martin. ,: . Home Venue: Charlotte. West of the smaller sports is swimming,
. Abdulqaadir,orl\lojoaslbegan five years and· can!lot seem to ,Mar:y_ students bring. kegs on .the~- St:idium-Rochman· Field,. (a.~.a . .-;_ which m:akcs its home at the ·~. ~
to call him before he was sidelined find :a stairway out_ of the .l\lVC, _,back of t~ck!,· which they ~rove:. "Tnc Rock.") , i, , ;.. ·: . . : : ·_._Rccrca~ion Center pool. · -,;
" .. :~;
by :minjury.Jast year~ is _a threat,.: base_mcnt. :·To · make ;_,matters, ..._ovcrther,ughyfields:orcach~Thc· •·.: . Name! to _know:./Amy.. Harre. ,,:;,;_,So there you-.go.J~o more_ ·
. ,to score ::very time he touches the :.:,worse all-everything guard Molly- .. Hill.~ :·:..··. :,-,, :f ·. : ~ ;/,. : · (pitcher),,Halcy· ,Vicfn:aus, (third~ ~ignorance,; no more· wondering: · .
:There are cvcnbcc~bo_ng ral- ·. base), Katie . Lo.iis"'.(first base), ::, about_ the _,Saluki or an alleged-~ •
ball. He is easily the best ninning · McDowi:IL' ·graduated,_; leaving
; .· back in Division I-AA-and, with. •anothcr·"1ack hole in the team's ,:.lies for those who wish to,r.~mhinc ..Jenny Doehring (shortstop).•···) :__SIU space program.
· .:· .··. .·.:·
. Koutsos :and Braridou Robinson; is · unccrtai.l universe. ;
. . . . . · both alcohol a11dl,ascball!: ), . , , ;: The Rock-could be the -best' - · · And ,no more excuses. I will be
'.; the leader of the grc:atcs~ backfield ._,·.Opp believes sh_c_has _recruited-;· •.··_c : ·'·:··-:-: · '.: :,:-{/'
·i-:'.: softb!!Lst:tdium 'in the Mid\vcst '- ll~,c;~iy game my schc,faie allows:: '.
in SIU history'.-·_., ·. · , . -~:. • a elm to pull hcr.,team out of. Volleyb,dl: ,:, :-:·,': ''.·: · .:." and 1th.is a t~am t'?_match. The . me to !',tte_ri_d, a~d I h?pc _to see
·
· Moreland, a': free safety,' is . : futili~t and for the sake of Saluki · '7:'•Home'-::Vcnuc:-'. Davies Gym;• •,Salukis , made it_··to the_ soft~-tlk you there;: : · "'.- · .· . ··: - · , ,
cqaally f dynamic. Known :.~, · a - ~askctball, l hope she's right: · ·. , located near the end of Grand St'. ,\ cgfivalent of the Sweet 16 in. the : _,; : After all, it is _free,_ and it·cer-< ·,:_,,,~
hard-hiitcr, he is likely to dci:api- .·• _; Dc,oite' the -losing,. attcnd-),on ca~P,us across:·from -thc-city.,'spring and arc notlosjng many of,, tainly beats s_tudymg.
:· .·• ··:....
, i•~: ;~·t::.·~-' .. :~::.:\,,.~/"\~ ;,\~·,'.?.', ~--:--·:·; -· :.""'··.
··,:· .;,·.. ·,,_.·.:_l.\;.1,-~.•~.·.'.
.. , .. (,; .. •, '. .
. . . ·• ..-. •_
,i' > ~~' ·.. · .
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Once the lightest team on the line
in the Gateway,
SIU enters the 2003 campaign
as the heaviest
story b}' Zack Creglow
JU football head coach Jerry Kill was
taught a valuable last season when the
S.ilukis were manhandled by Western
Kentucky.
There were no trick plays or any ingenious
schemes that he could pull out of his deep bag
of tricks that could stop the bleeding either.
He was hdpless.
And the = n SIU was dominated 48-16
was the eventual Division I-AA national champions was simple - bigger really is better.
- That especially is the case on the offcnsi\,:
and defensh,: lines.
"I learned if\\,: are going to compete with
the big boys, we need to start looking like they
did," Kill said.
· Kill is of common sense though. He understood that.size matters when he took on the gig
arSIU. · • ·-·
It was something he needed to :iddress
quickly.
.
In 2000, the )'1::lr before Kill took the job,
the average weight on the Saluki lines was
261.5 pounds. That ranked them bst amrng
ali GJtcway teams and 'they finished up the
season at 5-6.
The Salukis Wt"rc nearly 10 pounds lighter
than the norm among the Gateway, whereas
Youngstown State weighed the most at 281.3
per lineman. The Penguins ended the 2000
campaign with a 9-3 record to finish second in
the conti:rencc and made the I-AA pfayoffs.
There was no way he would be able to
build a successful program without m:lking the
interiors larg~r.
"Ifwcd1dn°t, then [the media] will be writing :ibout how I got my ass fired; Kill said. · · ·
. To add d1e girth t_hat he: beliC\i:d SIU.
r.ecded, Kill relied a g=t deal on the strength- .
training regiment.
·
Strength coach Eric Klein implemented a
prognm _that focused on getting the Saluki
linemen more cxplosi\,: as well as larger.
"Cooch {Klein] had ·us work out with the
medicine ball a lot; sophm;nore center Justin

S

Kramer said. "And we focused a lot on squats. pounds from the 2000 season to a\-crage out to
That is the best lift for a football player:
a whopping 285 pounds, more than 10 pounds.
'n,·o se:..<ons later, the Salukis find them- he:l\ier than the rest of the conference. · ,
sch-cs entering the mos: highly anticipated .
"It will play a big difference in the season;
season in recent memory. .. ,
.
junior nose .. guard Lionel \Villiams said.
Entering the 2003 season, the Salukis ha\-c "\Ve\,: worked hard and all of the coaches ha\'I:
been picked to finish sixth in the conference, pushed :hat." ·
.
·
.
but most teams consider them the dark horse of The rebuffed physiques will get tried on for
the: Gateway.
.
. . . . . · ~ize first against Div'.Jion-II ~incy.Uni\'l:rsity
"Coach Kill has done a gre:it job .rebuff~.; Aug. 28 .. , ,,. · · ·. ,: .
.,
··
.. · ·
Against the Hawks, · the Salukis will be ·
ing that team; Western Illinois coach Don
Patterson said. "\Ve learned that last )i:ar [when facing a squad that. averages just 244 pounds
SIU defeated WIU 54-52]."
. ·.
..
pcrlincm:m.
.. .. • . .. .
·...
In fact,· the lines ha,-c gained· nearly 25
Being a smaller school, chances are the·.
. weights on their ro5ter are exaggerated.
"\Vhen you face smaller opponent, you fed ..
like )\JU can always take him,"junior offensive·
tackle Brian Akins said. ~I know there is no
he is going to push me around, so he is going to
getthe brunt ofit." · ·
·
Being larger usually correlates . with . how
• physical a player can get. And players know that
and it figures imo the athlete's psyche. • · " ...
, : "When you work hanl in the s-.1mmertime .
• and come out and start pushing back people you
never could before,~ Kill ~,I, "you arc going to ··
feel pretty good about youmlf.
·
.
"If yo•• don't feel good about yourself, then .
you arc n...'going to play very goocl. That't what .
. I always say.",_ . .
... · · .
.
. Brute strength is probably all SIU wiU need
. against smaller school :teams, -but once the
. · conference football scasori starts, pla)i:rs ha\'I: .
· to roncentratc on the. srnall_tl1ings. , · .'-·: -~>:"·: ·
•.• . "A lot of it comes down to technique ar.d ..
,.heart,"Akins·said.- '.
_.: •. •... ·· :,.. ·.•
._.,_-.,:.;
,: . 1·:
Senior running back Tom)(outsos has,h:.d. ,;:.·.,~.:. . . ..
,: ihc best view of the evolution of the o,ffensi\'I: · > ,
. ,>
..
.. . '
. ' ;'· ' .••. '
·;DltltEIC ANl>':.IISON ... DAILY ECYPTIAN: !in~ from pis nvo:poi_!listancc_ in t_he ~cklietd ._:"}.;.:..,
. ,·
SIU's Andrew Wynn, MarcWebel, &nan Akins and Elmer McDaniel make up a corps of. dunng the past fi\'I: years,. and,!1c: Jlas· seen a_,-•/:-. c;;
· ..
line.men that is the heaviest in the Gateway Football Conference'. The S:iluki linemen,who' ·. tremendous diif~ost ofit; a<;a>rd)ng to;: :. >t, •·. :, ·•., •-~;: ..
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in the league·threeyearsago,
liavean average we:gllt'of 2as'pounds;
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Five.opponents
made NCAA.s
last sea'sori
Todd Merchant
~aily Egyptian
The SIU baseball team continues
· 2/13-2/15
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
to strive for a challenge, and in fol:2120-2122
lowing that trend the Salukis have
VANDERBILT ·
filled their 2004 schedule with scv2/27-2/29
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
, eral of the top tea.ms in the nation.
3.'C6 •3/09 .
IRISH CLASSIC· ·
311a·• .,·: MURRAY STATE·
· The Diamond Dawgs· have slated
five op_ponents for the spring who
NOTRE DAME
. 3120 • 3/21
advanced to· b.st ·season's· NCAA
3/27 : 31211 ,
BRADLEY ; • .; .
tournament,. including two . from
3/31
. '. SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE
the Missouri Valley Conference.
• 4102·.4104'
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI STATE .· . SPRINGFIELD.Mo.
Notre Dame .. and F1orida
4109 • 4111
EVANSVILLE ..
• C.\ROONDALE
.
Atlantic highlight SIU's 56;gamt;
' CARBONDALE
4114 :
MURRAY STATE ..
schedule, which begins Feb. 13 in
4/16-4118 :. . WICHITA STATE
WICHITA,'Kan.
Boca Raton,· Fla., against .FAU.
4121
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE
C.O.PEGIRARDEAU.Mo.
Non~confercnce rival Murr:ay State
CREIGHTON
CARBONDALE
·
4123-.41~.
.and •conference foes Southwest
NORMAL. '
.
4/30-5102
ILLINOIS STATE
,Missouri State and Wichita State
_ S.07.-5109
INDIANASTATE
CARBONDALE
arc also among the Salukis' upcomSAINTLOUIS
5112
CARBONDALE
ing opponents who earned a post5/14-S/16
WISCONSIN· MILWAUKEE.
CARBONDALE ·
season berth in 2003. · .
. :
CHAMPAIGN.•
•As far as strength of schedule
5/18
ILLINOIS.·,
·
this is probably one of our better
5120 • 5122
WATERLOO, Iowa
:, NORTHERN I.OWA. · ·.·
••
schedules . in the last few years;
512'3•5129
SPRINGFIELD, !Ao.
M'IC TOURNAMENT • ' · ,
head coach Dan Callahan said•
Following the series at Florida
Atlantic the · Dawgs ·will head
to Nashville, Tenn., to take on
Vanderbilt, another team that ,vas
SEAN LEw1• - DAILY EcYPTIAN
among the top 100 in the Ratings will begin their MVC schedule with pumped up ,vith the ·fact. that
Pcrccnt:ige · Index. According to a four-game home series· against · they're playing in' a [new stadium].
Callahan, the Commodores arc Bradley. It "'ill be the first of four
•Jl.ly gut feeling is thcrr.11 ~,a
a:, up-and-coming team in the confcrcncc series SIU \\ill play at nice 'crowd there. Thcy11 be break~
Southeastern Conference with one Abe Martin Field.
ing in a new stadium, and coming
of the top left-handed pitchers in
The Salukis ,rill have to take on off the season that they've come off
the nation in Jercmy Sowers.
perennial Valley powerhouses SMS of, that11 be a tough place to play:
After a series at· home against · and Wichita State on the road, as
The Salukis ,vill want to become
Northern Illinois, SIU tra,-cls to well as Illinois State. SIU ,rill take accustomed to playing in Hammons
San Antonio, Texas,· to compete in on. the Bears and· Shockers ~uiing Field since it will be the site of this
the l~sh_C!:issi~.Ma.ri;!l, 6~9 again~~ •..tnc first_.hal( of.the league slat~, year's MVC tournament, on l\h)'
ho:;t Texas-San Antonio, Notrc .which will make rough· start but 26-29. SMS won the bid for the
D1.me and Penn State, another . possibly a smoother finish to· the tournament, beating. out \Vichfta
school with a top 100 RPI. The . Valley season.'
State, whi-1 h.1d pla)-cd host to
Salukis finished second in the tourSMS is coming off an appear- . ·championship ·for the past five
namcnt in 2002,- which was high- ance in last. ye~s College \Vorld }-Cars.
lighted by an upset of then-I'\,:,. 4 Series and will· be ·christening a
But to get to the touman-;ent
Notrc Dame.
new stadium this season. The past SIU will have to traverse a difficult
SIU will then welcome the two scJ.sons . have dropped. six of schedule th2t is full of obstacles
Fighting Irish to Carbondale for a eight regular season games to the. · that could trip _them 'JP ncarlr, evtty
two-game series March 20-21. The Bears and may have a tough time weekend. · '
•I don't think thcn:11 be any
two teams have met seven times in improving upon that· this year,.
prior to this season with the Irish especially since they have to travel cake walks as far as who we play,
midweek ,' or on the weekends,•
winning four of them, but ill_ have !o Springfidd, Mo.
been on a neutral fidd.
•We'd like to think we're a bet- Callahan said. •H, ;efully '!e rise
• "Notre Dame coming into to,·m, ter ballclub [this season]; Callahan to the occasion:
that11 be a big plus as far as our said. •us just a different environschcdule; Callahan said. -ney11 ment whi:n you're playing on the.
&portn- Todd Mm.hant
, tan ht rrm1,,.; at:
be a top-2~ team.~
,
road. I know with Southwest
The next ,vcekend the. Salukis Missouri _th~y'~e gonna· be pretty
tmen:hant@Jailycgypti-111.eom
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:The- SllTdefensive.:
.alsob*boo~-40-)~p~tstha_t_·:
-:: ._ " - ,:·.. - • •, . '.· · . ;
hang m; th~ :ur,long: ~ough for. thi:; ..
backfield features

?aluki· .l'unt

squ:id:..!o,,~q\-qtl!ck

t a ~ Kili':

. ~ hli t1ihi~t~'

)Y.!1~ei~~o./i ,. :.-

. and· other-c ., \~: .

·• ~great,lc,~i~~::

li

. ing class, mu~the xncdia 3attcntio1,1'.

Frcs~ sa.:•ty. Patrick Jord:m

\Wi:;,uton &:ttdkamp and!~ ..
back.Jon Cairns, who was ranked· liy..
~-als.com as th9.No. ~ quarterback ·_
m dic2003 class; . . 0'. .. ·.. . •• :

·::!~
1ti1~~~~z:
·~~:iitr~%~tt;:;;
open
Down .. thc
tight hopcs<(!ftijc ·second~

·i

)

.~
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Sports:'., Jt)J.L.:::~:
:~:f~J:',%~:t

target.
scam;
~ccoming!
end Chris Kupec worked himsi:lf · stting ~ wee quashoi' by·
loose and chugged down the middle the emergence of.red shirt frcshmari
_of the field. HoUi:y spotted the sopho-. Cll11is Holley. · · . .
'.
·.A Saluki is an J;:roptian-~~t~ :.
·j
mon: tight end and threw a dart on a. · ·. Anotht;r' frcshm:ui · qu:incrl>ack .
perfect line toward him.
that is of some intcn:st is 10<:a! boy •.
mutt_~,~---.
As Kupec was reaching out his BradWalkcrofHcrrln. Walker's big
. TheSIUArenaisnotanintcrhands to haul in· the pass, Jordan_ play of the pre-season came on a 4Q.:
. galactinehiclc..: . ·.
.
flc:w in like a missile and knocked the yard touchdown scamper in ~IU's first
.. And students never, C\'Cr, have·
1aiger Kupec off ho~ his feefeasily_ scrlrnmagc on Aug. IO; Hmvcvcr; the
.
to
pay
to
enter
an
SIU
sporting
·
one of the most impressive hits of all' junior-college transfers an: o.-pcctcd to
·. of the full practices.
·· make an immediate rontnliution.
C\'Cnt.
•
When· I sttaggled dowff to
Iii the defensive backfield alone,
But while Jordan has been imprcsCarbondale mon:. than t\\'O years .
sivc and been making receivers \v.11)' three transfers arc working in• many
ago, these facts were not only lost,
of his footsteps, SIU will not ha,-c to repetitions with the fust-,string
on me, they \\'CJ'C hopelessly wanfurcc him into the lineup.
defense: The trio of Frank Johnson;
dering through the desert without
It isn't due to attitude or lack of Mcl\in Vance and Jamarquis Jordan
a sign of the Promised Land.
effon, but unlike past years, is attnl>- bring. a physical style and seem to
1 had no idea what the Da\\"g
utcd to the abundance of depth SIU ha\'C won m-cr the J.we holdover in
Pound , ~ wh);· tailgatcrs n=
football head roach Jcny Kill bc:lie\'CS the dcfensi\-c backfield;All-American
he has.
Alexis Moreland. · · .
stepped foot inio. the ·football·
"Vvc ha\-c better depth than WC did
. "Those guys ha\'C adapted' to the
stadium or why Creighton should·
a year ago, I know that,M Kill said.
schemes \'Cl)' quickly; Morelang said;
bum in the deepest pits of the
darkest hell. · •
,·
Other than &-footc3, 250-pound "They an: ve1yaggrcssn-c players.M · ·
No one told:,me, ·and. I_,yas
Vance is especially physical for
punter Zach Kcttdkamp, no other
true' freshman is. expected to .gather his c_omert,ack· position, standing at
ignorant to Saluki Athletics as a
D£RD< ANDCRSON - DAtLY E.GY,,TIAN
a starting job. Kill does, ho\\'C\'Cf, a muscwar 6sfoot-1 and 215 pounds
result. So for the benefit of all the
Freshman wallt-on, Brad Walker, from. nearby Herrin steps expect two or three freshman to be and using C\'CI)' ounce ofit..
inroming ficshrnan and-tt':!ll-<fcrs;
back to deliver a pass as head coach Jerry Kill watches during a in the two-deep lineup on the dept.Ii
_ I present Saluki Sports 101:
"I'm a press romer; Vance said;
recent scrimmage at McAndrew Stadium. SIU's defensive backfield chart.
"but I alsoconsidcrmyselfaro\'crguy
features three newcomers who are slated to play significant
M~n•s basketb~II,.
Kettclkamp is being plaJ-cd punter
See.HELP, page 21
minutes this season.
·
·
.
Home
SIU An:na
because of need. but his right leg has
\
Names to . know: . Dmcn
Brooks (guard), Stetson H:urston
(guard), Jamaal Tatum, (guard),Matt Painter (head coach) •
.
'.''
'
This is the big one, the franchise o~SIU At!,Jetic:s:TheAn:na
fu>m 1990; ,\'hen it was sso,ooo: Buf earnings an: significantly less than . and the MVC is unable to n:I.:ase the
that figure may be inf!atul by the high · the c:xecutive-l}pe s:!W}' paid out to infonnation because four scho:ils an:
may be ugly a:id decrepit, but the
program is not~.
number of ADs whose S2laries more Bamhan, he says that his job is still private. institutions, said confeicnce.
· Despite the losses of t\\'O ·of ·
than double that amount.
romp...rable to that of a CEO. ·
rommissionet' Doug Elgiri.
More than a dozen ADs OU""You'n: basically the person in
According to· Myers, other thau
the ~test p!aJ'CfS. in.SW hisAndy Horonzy
rently earn more .than -!3qo;ooo a ch:ugc of a corporation who has to men's basketball roaches, ADs. an:
toiy, ~ t \'Villian1S :ind Jermaine
Daily Egyptian
year, and the .m-cragc sawy for the find a way to . manage C\'el}-thing," the most i.-istl>le figures in all of col-. · · Dearman, the Salukis will make
six ronfen:nccs aligned with the Bowl Kowalczyk said.
_
legiate athletics and an: constantly
" sciious run.at a third straight
Once seen only as a posh retire- Championship Series is $268,000.
One reason for the recent sal:uy under the microscope. But not C\'CI)'
?.lissc-url Valley Conference
Championship; ·.:·· · ·: .
ment position for former coaches But for C\Y'.l\" Mitch Bamhan, who in boom is the C\-cr-incrcasing amount AD is completely opposed to being
and gridiron gods, the role of athletic: 2002 signed on as Kentuc:lg·'s AD for of public sautiny placed on athletic in . the spotlight. _Bradley athletic
•They,: ha\-e a ~cndoµ,s:'set
director has grown exponentially dur- S3i5,000, there an: a slC\v of lm\-cr- directois. Myers, who was m-olvcd in directiir Ken. Cm'allllugli said he has
of guards, a blue'-chip recruit in
ing the last decade.
· profile Division 1 programs such as roaching for mon: than. two decades . no qualms about beir.g such a ,iable
Ta~ _and~ underrated big man
And. with =-cral Dn-ision ! aih- Missouri Valley Conference members bcfon: aiming to Indiana State, said target for aiticism. · ·.• . :
\ .
in Josli Warre1:1/ NC\v. head coach
lctic department budget:; beginning to S!U and, Indiana State, whose ADs he has n=• felt as much prcssun: as . ,: "Then: countless other jobs out
Painter, it is all~ was '!ie brains
rival those of some profossional sports recen-c fur less.
she has as an AD.
.
· there just as h,aid as the one v.-c ha\-c;
behind former. head roach Bruce.
teams, ADs an: no longer being asked
. SIU Athletic Director Paul
Weber's pus, so the good times ·'
"It's tough because C\'et:yone thinks but theyre not as c:xposcd to the pubto work for chump change.
Kowalczyk's annual salary is $121, they know C\'Cl)-dting about athletics, lie scope," Cavanaugh said; .· -·
should continue to roll.' .
,
According to a recent study 920, well below the ·national average and they ·think they knO\v all the
'. nic student scrion, known as ,
Cavanaugh's optimism !TUY. be ·
. done·_by the. Chronicle of:Higher but _nearly $10,000 mon: than his answcrst M}'CfS said;
L~e Da,vg Pouna; is at the. north .
.
corn:latcd to his school's' absence of
Education, the avcragc·annual salaiy •. MVC rounterpart Andi M}'CfS, who
M}'CfS and Kowalczyk were the a footballprogram, wh,ich, according ·
endo~SilJ~~dif)'OUWatch .
· ·
· ·
fora Division I athletic director is now · pulls dD'IY!l $110,000 as India;ia State's · only ronfcrence roaches:. to disclose
$158,200, a near 100 percent increase ~- _But:·e_vcn_~~: ~~yk's their salaries to the Daily Egjptian; · ·
See s.ALAll_lES~ ~age 2l

Venue:

Athletic· directorsiT salaries on rise, study -~ays .
,,

But big money means..
big r.esponsibility

are

See complete· • :
lj~ting of ~vents_.
·ins.ide today's DEF

